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Carter Cancels Trip To Kentucky

rw°w"'" L 4

Carroll, Severo,Other Governors
Scheduled To Return Early Today
LOUISVILLE, Ky. Ap) - Gov.
Julian Carroll was scheduled to return
to Kentucky late. Saturday morning,
bringing with . hiin the seven other
governors called to Camp David, Md.
Friday to discuss energy and economic
problems with President Carter.
The meeting at the presidential
retreat in the Maryland mountains was
called by Carter following his announcement earlier in the day that he
was canceling his trip to the conference
of the National Governor's Association,
which begins here today. Carter said he
was sending Vice President Walter
Mondale and his First Lady Rosalynn
Carter in his place.
The seven governors were scheduled
to meet with Carter Friday night and
over breakfast Saturday morning.
Gary Auxier, Carroll's press
secretary, said Carroll told him over
the telephone Friday night from Camp
David that the meeting with Carter
"was going very well." Auxier said
Carroll had no other comments.
Carroll and the seven governors were
scheduled to arrive at Standiforcr Field
here at 11:40 a.m. today, according to
Auxier.
They were to go directly from the
airport to Commonwealth Convention
Center, the site of the governors'
conference, for a joint news conference
— presumably to discuss their meeting
with the president.

Mondale and Mrs. Carter are to
arrive in Louisville late today to
assume the president's schedule, which
includes a Democratic fundraiser
tonight at Bardstown and a speech
Sunday to open the governors' conference.
It is not clear whether Mrs. Carter
will stay in Louisville Saturday night,
as plans had called for the president to
do.
Tom O'Hearn, manager of the Galt
House,said Mrs. Carter is scheduled to
„stay alone in the presidential suite that
had been reserved for her and the
president; and that Mondale would stay
in the hotel's other presidential suite.
But a Louisville newspaper reported
this morning that Carter told John Y.
Brown Jr., the Democratic candidate
for governor, that Mrs. Carter would
return to Washington tonight following
the Bardstown visit.
Sources in Washington have SO far
been unable to confirm Mrs. Carter's
plans.
Presidential aides have said Carter
would stay in the Maryland mountains
"well into next week.'.'
Summoned to Camp David in addition to Carroll, the chairman of the
National Governors Association, were
Goys. Hugh Carey of New York; Ella
Grasso of Connecticut; Brendan Byrne
of New Jersey; Otis Bowen of Indiana;
James Hunt of North Carolina; George

Carroll said the president told him he
"felt like he owed us one."
Several governors already in
Louisville for the conference seemed to
understand the president's reason' for
canceling his appearance, Carroll said.
They all were "looking forward to
cross-examining tthe president after
his address," Carroll said. "They can
still do that with Mondale, but they
would have preferred the president."
The conference is expected to draw
about 45 ofthe nation's 54 governors
and territorial governors, and will end
Tuesday.
Brown would have reaped publicity
for his gubernatorial race from the
Carter visit. He supposedly was to ride
with Carter in the motorcade from
Standiford Field to the Bardstown
fundraiser.

earlier forecasts because of crude oil
price increases announced late last
month by the Organization of
Petroleum Exporting Countries.
The OPEC increase is likely to add a
full percentage point to the inflation
rate both this year and next, the
president and his aides have said.
The increased crude oil prices, which
will be felt for months on the wholesale
and retail levels, also have led
economists to heighten their predictions of a recession.
A new _ forecast' rum Chase
Econometric Associates, a private
firm, says the nation's real growth fell
at an annual rate of 2.2 percent from
April through June and will drop at a
rate of 2.4 percent annually until the
New Year. A further decline of 1.6
percent is predicted for the first three
months of 1980.
That would leave the na40 with a
downturn slightly more severe than
that of-1969-70, Chase analyst Michael
K. Evans said Friday. It -would not.
however, be as severe as the 1974-75
recession that followed the OPEC oil
embargo.
A similar" prediction came late last
week from Data Resources, another
private forecasting service.

Council To Discuss
Tax Rate At Meeting
The Murray City Council will hold a
special meeting Monday, July 9 at 7
p.m. for consideration of the 1979 city
property tax rate.
The meeting will be held prior to the
public meeting with property owners on
Glendale Road at which rights-of-way
needed for the extension of the road is
to beaiscussed.
''Niteetings will be held in the
Council Chambers at 6ity Hall, 5th and
Poplar.

Jobless Rate
Shows Decline

CaliowayFFA Gets
Gold Emblem Award
The Calloway County Chapter of Future Ferment of America was named a
Gold Emblem Chapter in Kentucky at the 50th annual State FFA Convention
in Louisville in June. This is the highest rating a chapter may receive in Kentucky and is the fifth consecutive year the Calloway Chapter has received
the State Gold Emblem.
Also, Calloway was named as one of nine chapters in Kentucky to advance
to the National rating in Kansas City, Missouri in November. This will be the
foii-rth year for the Chapter to receive a national rating. The rating system is
based on FFA activities and accomplishments. The primary aim of the FFA
is to develop agricultural leadership, citizenship and cooperation.
Accepting the award for the chapter were Ricky Cunningham, President
and Jimmy Joe Hale,Secretary.
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Busbee of Georgia; and Dixy Lee Ray
of Washington.
Bowen, the only Republican of the
group, is to succeed Carroll as leader of
the governors' association. Hunt is
chairman of the Democratic governors'
caucus, and Mrs. Grasso will be his
successor.
•
Carroll said in a news conference,
before leaving Louisville for Camp
David that the president's invitation to
discuss general issues was "about as
specific as the president got."

Wholesale Price, Employment
Figures Brighten Economy Look
WASHINGTON AP — The latest
nearly five years. Most of the decline
government wholesale price and em- from May's 5.8 percent jobless rate was
ployment figures are bright spots in an
attributed to a sizable rise in teen-age
economy grown increasingly gloomy
employment, which Labor Department
over petroleum problems and the
analysts said may be a summertime
threat of a recession.
phenomenon.
As President Carter held private.,
Commerce Department economist
talks on energy and economic problems
William Cox said the economy was
and their political consequences at his "softening," but added,"it seems to me
retreat in Camp David, Md., the Labor that the bottom line is that it's certainly
Department Friday issued two reports
not time to give up on our anti-inflation
indicating economic improvements in efforts."
June:
At the White House, deputy,- press
- Wholesale prices rose a modest 0.5 secretary Rex Granum called ...the
percent, not much more than the 0.4
wholesale price figures "an indication
percent increase in May. Food prices, that the patience asked of the American
at wholesale, declined in June for the people is beginning to pay off."
third consecutive month, signaling that
Inflation so far this year, running
the pace of recent food price hikes may more than 13 percent on an annual
moderate somewhat in coming months. basis, is expected to abate somewha*
— The nation's unemployment rate for the rest of the year.
fell to 5.6 percent, its lowest level in
But the decline won't be as great as
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Unemployment in west Kentuct
dropped from 5.5 percent in April to 4.5
in May, the state Department for
Human Resources announced July 3
The April figure of 13,842 went clowil
to 11,641 for May.
Calloway County was a bit under the
area statistic with an unemployment
rate of 4.2 percent. Ballard had 4:
Carlisle, 7.7; Crittenden, 4.8: Fulton.
7.4; Graves,' 5.7; Hickman, 7,2:
McCracken, 3.2; Marshall, 6.5; and
Trigg, 4.2.
The drop in area employment
resulted from increased hiring in al
major industry groups, Robert
McDonald, chief labor market analyst
for Human Resources.,said.
Kentucky'ii overall unemployment
rate dropped from 4.7 percent in April
to 4.2 percent in May. The national
unemployment rate in May was 5.2
percent.

RETURN FROM CAMP — These 13 members of the Calloway County High School Junior ROTC program recently
spent two weeks at Camp Atterbury, Ind. They participated in field training exercises and won one-third of the top
individual awards presented at the camp, according to Major Freeman Dallas, Calloway High fRal[C
tured are (from left, front row) James Thomas, Teddy Garland, Brad Bryan, Rick Barrow, flitike Jackson and Mark
Coates.(Back row) Ronald Allbritten, Terry Benefiel, Rolan Conciley, Johnny Garner, Steve Hale, Phil Orr and Ricky
Turner.

Calloway Junior ROTC Cadets
Win Honors At Camp Atterbury
"They did well for their first year and
being up against that caliber of competition," Major Freeman Dallas,
Junior ROTC instructor at Calloway
County High School, said after 13 of the
school's JROTC members returned
from Camp Atterbury, Ind,
The Calloway squad, in its first year
of existence, took one-third of the top
awards given at the two-week camp.
Dallas added some school units attending have been in existence since
1919.
Mike Jackson, battalion commander
for the Calloway unit, won overall
superior officer and high rifle for
battalion. Brad Bryan won high pistol
fire for company.

Mark Coates was superior cadet NCO
for company and won high pistol fire for
second battalion. Rick Barrow won
high rifle fire for company. Teddy
Garland won high pistol fire.
A1113 Calloway participants qualified
in pistol fire and 12 qualified in rifle
fire.
Four squads from Kentucky and 14
from Indiana, 301 cadets altogether,
participated in the camp. The camp,
south of Indianapolis, is an old Indiana
national guard training center, Dallas
said. Indiana high school JROTC
programs use the facilities to train, he
added.
Dallas said the camp was divided into
two r rograms,field training and officer

candidate training. The field training
included survival, weapons, compass
reading, chemicals, water safety, and
repelling.
Dallas said no one from his unit
participated in the officer training.
Camp Atterbury is sanctioned but not
sponsored by the United States Army,
Dallas said. He added the instructors at
the camp are retired army personnel.
Dallas, who was in the army for over 20
years, said he taught a class in
rapelling.
"They learned a tremendous amount
at the camp which is needed since all of
them are in leadership' positions,"
Dallas added.

Stephens Says Heil Enforte
Gasoline Price Law At Pumps
By SY RAMSEY
Associated Press Writer
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — Attorney
General Robert Stephens says he will
use new powers made available to him
to investigate and enforce federal price
regulations on retail gasoline sales in
Kentucky.
He said Friday the U.S. Department
of Energy has given him the authority,
which wobld be used "swiftly and
' --•
firmly."
Nearly 200 complaints have been
received about gas overcharges by the
attorney general's consumer protection
division since spot shortages began a
couple of weeks ago.
Stephens said gasoline retailers must
now make their records available to
authorized inspectors for possible
audits.
,
He said the denier has the responsibility of justifying current prices and
that if he cannot do so, Stephens has
authority to sign orders on the spot
imposing civil penalties and requiring
immediate price rollbacks.
-Fines for violators may be imposed in
amounts up to $2,500 for each offense,

with wilful violations subject to
criminal penalties.
Price limits are only one of several
regulations affecting the sale of
gasoline.
Price ceiling stickers must appear on
each pump and they must be accurate,
Stephens said.
Prices cannot vary according to time
ci day or week.
No preference is supposed to be given
to any customer— which means regular
-tustomers cannot be shown favoritism.
Stephens said the regulations also
prohibit minimum or maximum purchases, the setting aside of special
hours for preferred customers or any
preconditions for buying gas—such likS
requiring that other goods or services
be bought.

Stephens said that as a first step in
compliance, he has set up a meeting
with representatives of the Kentucky
Gasoline Dealers Association to inform
the membership about the curient law.
"We hope the indus‘ry will assist ifilibbeapolicing itself," he said.
Stephens said dealers should contact
the consumer protection division if they
suspect violations by other dealers.
Motorists with complaints can'rall
the attorney general's office at 1-800372-2960.
Stephens said certain information is
needed with the complaint, including
the name,address and phone number of
the station, the grade of gas and price
per gallon on the pump and the
Uallowable price posted on
he pump.
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scattered
showers
Considerable cloudiness
tonight with scattered thunderstorms continuing. Lows in
the upper 60s. Sunday, considerable cloudiness with a good
chance of thundershowers and
somewhat more humid. Highs In
the mid 80s.
Winds will become very light
tonight Rain chances are 40
percent tonight and 50 percent
Sunday.

A ROSE IS A ROSE — William L Crooks, 617 Ellis Drive, said he has found
the secret to growing moss roses in abundance. Instead of digging up the
plants that contain seeds, he shakes the plans to spread the seeds. Crooks
has been growing the roses for the last fiveyean and has them planted on
the side_andin backoi his house.
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1 Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
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Hypoglycemia diagnosis

He's Spokesman
For Men's Glib
Buren
By Abigail VanNees
Synd Inc
,079 b Crt,ca90 Mbunet N Y

DEAR ABBY: I'm a 32-year-old woman, living alone, sup
porting myself, and respectable in every sense of the word.
I'm nothing special to look at (a little on the heavy side) but I
never was so hungry for a man I'd date just anybody.
Well, a salesman came into our office two weeks ago and
came on to me immediately. He's 36, divorced (no children).
We were really attracted to each other. I honestly thought
I'd found the man I had been waiting for.
Then he asked me how much money I had in the bank. I
told him, and he asked me if I could let him have $2,500 for
90 clays. I was shocked since he had told me haw
"fabulotisly`' he had been doing. It didn't add up.
I said I'd give him the money if he'd sign a note: He got
very angry and said if he had wanted to sign a note he'd have
gone to a bank.
Now I don't know what to do. Half of me tells me not to
give him the money without the note, and the other half tells
me to give it to him. I need some advice.
HALF AND HALF

STUDENTS PARTICIPATING in the Children's Cultural Adventures in French are shown here wearing their fleur de,
[is name tags and learning how to greet each other in their first foreign language. Those enrolled in the French Adventure are: Cassandra Spurlock, Lee Holcomb, Ellen Hogancamp, Wendy Parker, Shannon Boetz, John Pasco, Shannon Christopher, Charlotte Dawson, Tammy Witherspoon, Lisa Martin, Scot Butwell, John Posey, Bill Maddox,
Cheryl Billingion, Allison Carr, Amanda Batts, Carl Keesler, Glen Cole, Ann Miller, Nancy Smith, Brett Christensen,
Tammi Jones, Kim Mays, and kelli Massey. The group will be meeting in the Calloway County Public library
throughout the month of July.

French Class—

Twenty Children Are Enrolled In
Special Study At Public Library

DEAR HALF: Listen to the half with the brains and give
him no money without a note.
DEAR ABBY: In response to the widow who wanted to
know if she could continue using the name "Mrs. John Doe-.
I find it strange that any woman (wife or widow) would
want to be called "Mrs. John Doe.- It is indeed a peculiar
_eastern and seems_as_ ludicrous_ as.a husband calling_ himself
"Mr. Jane Doe!"
Incidentally, I am-not a young radical; jam nearing 50 and
have been happily married for 27 years, but I don't call
myself "Mrs. Charles LaFollett." Neither does my husband
call himself "Mr. Marlene LaFollett."
If. you print this you will probably hear from a lot of
women who have obtained their identity through their
husbands. Their rationale will probably be, "I'm proud to
use my husband's name."
To that I would say,"Why doesn't he use your name'? Isn't
he proud of you?"
Think of it!
MARLENE LAFOLLETT IN COLORADO
DEAR MARLENE: I've thought about it, and it provides
another valid reason for the use of "Ms." Read on:

Spann led them in singing a
counting song and reciting the
numbers from 1 to 10. Beth
Belote explained some French
customs and served a typical
French snack of "limonade et
tartines."
A spokesman for the library
commented, "It is most
gratifying to see teachers who
spend the academic year
teaching French as their
profession who are willing to

A class of twenty children
began- their _cultural adventure in French on Monday
the
afternoon, July 2,
Calloway County Public
Library. The children were
greeted in French and
presented with a flew' de lis
bearing their French name.
Christine Walker had each
child quickly responding in
French to colors, greetings,
and French phrases. Sue

Your Individual
Horoscope

DEAR ABBY: When Jane Roe marries John Doe, she
becomes, as you say, "Mrs. John Doe" for the rest of her
days should she choose to remain so.
She is a "Mrs." by the fact of her marriage to John, and
therefore can only correctly be called "Mrs. Jane Doe" in the
event that her husband's first name was Jane! Highly
unlikely!
ALEXIS PENCOVIC IN S.F.

Frances Drake

FOR SUNDAY,JULY 8, 1979
What kind of day will This plan simply won't work.
tomorrow be? To find out what Don't feign lack of interest in
the stars say, read the others' ideas.
forecast given for your birth SAGITTARIUS
Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)
Sign.
Take nothing for granted re
DEAR ABBY: Last year you printed the name of a travel
distant matters. Don't be
club that arranged tours and trips allliver the world for non- ARIES
extravagant in the 'use of joint
smokers. I happened to be allergic to tobacco smoke and I ( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
can't imagine anything more wonderful than traveling with
Too much self-indulgence funds. Accent give and take re
a group of non-smokers.
could leid*,o boredom, but a affections.
I clipped that column, although I wasn't able to travel at premature
of CAPRICORN
mixture
the time, but I am very much interested in going this year. business with pleasure is not I Dec. 22 to Jan. 19)106
, Will you please print the name and address of the club right either.
Secret hopes may be illagain? I'm sure other non-smokers will be interested.
unreaiistic
or
founded
TAURUS
ALLERGIC IN CANTON,ILL, (Apr. 20 to May -20-1--Friends may seem 'thy and
Thinking is wooly re home loved ones oversentimental.
DEAR ALLERGIC: Write to: Non-Smokers Travel Club
plans. Ex- Be understanding.
improvement
of Gasp, 8928 Broadmoor Drive, Bethesda, Md., 20034.
travagant" thinking could be AQUARIUS
costly. Watch out for sensitive Jan. 20 to Feb. 181
Don't believe everything
Do you wish you had more friends? For the secret of
people.
you hear. Someone is just
popularity, get Abby's new booklet: "How To Be Popular;--GEMINI
boasting. Indulgence in a
You're Never Too Young or Too, Old." Send $I with a long, tMay 21 to June 20)n
aelf-addressed, stamped 128 cents( envelope to Abby, 132
Nonchalance may disguise hobby may be your way, to
Lasky Drive, Beverly Hills, Calif. 90212.
more
something
your true feelings. You may avoid
,
not approve of someone's style pressing.
,
or taste in spending matters. PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mva_r., 20).f/
Seek harmony.
•
thorough reosaytork
Be
CASILPIER
projects. You coulti let things
June 21 to July 22)
,Watch out for careless Slide. Social life has romantic
Twenty-eight members of and Mrs. Carlos Jones, Mr.
spending and poor work- overtones if you can cut
Mr.
Miller,
Homer
Mrs.
the Senior Adult Fellowship and
manship. Be sensitive to through superficialities.
Group of the First Baptist and Mrs. Keith Morris, Mr. others' feelings, and they will
YOU BORN , TODAY are
Church participated in an all and Mrs. George Shoemaker; reciprocate.
well suited, for executive
en Tuesday, June' Mesdames Birdie Parker, LEO
day outing ‘
positions and are a born
Thelma Parker, Gussie ( July 23 to Aug. 22)4/2
19.
moneymaker. Naturally
Adams, Nell Hendon, Lexie
Play to win and don't fool drawn to business, you'll
The group had hfrich at Wilkerson, Novella Morgan,
around so much that others make -a good corporation
Hachland Hill in Clarksville, Opal Reeves, Rebecca Weter, fail
to enjoy recreational head, banker, or investment
Tenn., and later drove to Izell Wilson, Veneta Sexton, activities. In work and play counselor. Your greatest
Hurricane Mills, Tenn., to Myra Orr, Mina Waters, Mona give your all.
success comes _with, the
visit Loretta Lynn's Dude Gantt, Frances Brown, Sylvia VIRGO
development of social conRanch.
sciousness. As a community.
Dodd, Frances Roberts, ( Aug. 23 to Sept. 22 ) 11P
Those atteoding were Mr. Modelle Talent, and Sadie
Don't ignore that developing minded citizen, you'll make
and Mrs. C.0. Bondurant, Mr. Shoemaker.
problem at home. Someone's contributions to the general
moodiness could put a damper welfare, as a government
on the enjoyment of a social official, philanthropist, and
patron of the arts. Strongly
function.
artistic, you can succeed as an
LIBRA
actor, composer, painter, and
(Sept. 23 to Oct. 22)
REFINISHING & CUSTOM BUILT FURNITURE
A friend may be careless in writer. Don't let self-interest
Custom Built Furniture
keeping his word. Family interfere with the larger
Refinishing 8 Repairs
memberg,nilly011ikkewarm in contribution you can make as
response to your Career en- -a public servant. Birthdate of:
Solid Brass Hor-lwore
-Maintain --harrtiony. Nelson- Rockefeller, vice
Also
president; Steve Lawrence,
Custom Built kitchen Cabinets or,
SCORPIO
singer-, and George Romney,
(Oct. 23 to Nov. 21)
Give Your Old Cabinets a New Face
Avoid lavish expenditure as governor.
Without Tear fng Them Out
King Features Syndicate, Inc
492 5R1
1,41%
the key to career progress.
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The Boys From Brazil

donate their time in the
summer --to bring this adventure tu_the. children of the
community,"
This is an all volunteer
program Undertaken in order
to broaden the cultural" understanding and to enrich the
lives of interested children.
The program will run for the
four weeks in July-from 1 to 2
p.m. on Monday, Wednesday
and Friday.
The following children are
enrolled: Cassandra Spurlock,
Lee Holcomb, Ellen HoganParker,
-camp,
Wendy
Shannon Boetz, John Pasco,
Shannon
Christopher,
Charlotte Dawson, Tammy
Witherspoon, Lisa Martin,
Scot Butwell, John Posey, Bill
rnaddox, Cheryl Billington,
Allison Carr, Amanda Batts,
Carl Keesler, Glen Cole, Ann

Miller, Nancy Smith, Brett
Christensen, Tommie Jones,
Kim Mays,and Kelh Massey.

GRANT FAMILY
VISITING HER
The children of the late Mr.
and Mrs. J. D. Grant of
Murray are spending this
week at the Grant home at 102
South 15th Street, Murray,and
would enjoy having visits
from friends here. Visiting
here are Mrs. Virginia Barfield of Richland,-Ga., Dr. and
Mrs. Kelly Fitzgerald of Baton
Rouge, La., Mr. and Mrs.
Terry Grant of Costa Mesa,
Calif., and Mr. and Mrs. Max
Churchill, Jr., of Belleville,

Your Individual
Horoscope
Frances Drake
FOR MONDAY,JULY 9, 1979
What kind of day will CAPRICORN
w be? Tofind out what— 4-Dee. 22 to Jan. 19
Be alertie someone true
the stars say, read the
*be
forecast given for your -bukh motivations. You hay
willing to change to
Sign.
o
new
beginnings in
relationships.
ARIES
AQUARIUS
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 19 )4Y
A heavy accent on career (Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)"1"`..".
Someone
could
inadmatters with mixed results.
Know the difference between vertently let you in on a
progressive change and secret. Now's the time to act
on a career venture that's
change for, its own sake.
been kept on the back burner.
TAURUS
(Apr. 20 to Mar20) t3ki--11
' PISCES
/
C
Feb. 1%4p Mar. 20) X—
1
Advice from others could
Friend could distract you
lead you astray and confuse
issues, but later, you and close from work, if you let them.
ones come up with the right Still, a new circle of
acquaintances stimulates you
decision.
intellectually and roman-tically.
GENUINI
YOU BORN TODAY are a
(May 21 to June 20 i n
born
public servant interested
Not the best tirne to sign
papers, unless you read the in humanitarian causes.
fine print. Still, by day's end, Teaching, writing, religion,
the way is clear for financial welfare work, and politics are
fields to which you're
progress.
naturally drawn. Get a good
CANCER
education
and capitalize on
SO
22)
(June 21 to July
Money may be an issue your inventiveness for sucbetween you and close ones, cess. Avoid a tendency to be
but your attention is favorably overly critical. Artistically
diverted by a surprise event. inclined, you can succeed as a
painter, novelist and as a
Accent originality.
spokesman for the causes that
interest you. Don't let your
sensitivity work against you.
LEO
( July 23 to Aug. i2)4{1g Take the trouble to inCarelessness on the job and vestigate, to find solutions for
run-ins with co-workers are the world problems _that
poesible, but you'll come up trouble you. Birthciate of:
with a solution after working Elias Howe,. inventor; • 0.J.
hours.
Simpson, football player, and
_
Peter Paul Rubens, painter
VIRGO
_1979 King Features Syndicate, Inc
(Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) rfP
The wrong mixtare of
with
different
friends
lifestyles could be embarrassing. Later, a new
friend piques your interest
favarably.
LIBRA
Not the best time for inviting friends over. Keep
business and family separate.
New career ideas have
favorable financial potential.
O,
Nov. 21) nil
Oct.
23 carefully to avoid
Listen
misunderstandings. Innovative plans re distant
matters lead to career gains.
Dare to be true to higher
promptings.
SAGITTARIUS_
I Nov. 22 to Dec. 21)'t (ter
Advice about financial
matters may be off-base. You
need a new approach to
financial planning. Be willing
to make changes.

will anxiety or sudden fright
DEAR DR. LAMB — I or a number of probleMs.
would appreciate some in- That's why stress and anxiformation about hypogly- ety so often get confused
cemia. Lioes the physician with hypoglycemia.
find it by a-blood test? Is the
A person -Who's having
diet the only treatment? Are adrenaline symptoms bethere actual symptoms? cause of anxiety should not
Does one stagger or shake? be diagnosed as having low
Just what does the word blood sugar. He needs to
"glycenha" mean? I can't have his auxieties studied
find it in my dictionary.
and be given help for that.
DEAR READER — The
As The Health Letter that
term "emia" refers to the I'm sending you will explain,
blood. That's rather inter- 'there are several kinds of
esting because anemia liter- hypoglycemia. In general,
ally means without blood there's the reactive hypoglywhich, of coqrse, isn't true. cemia which follows eating.
The,:agly" refers to glucose. The blood sugar tends to go
Therefore, the term means up with eating and then with
glucose in the blood. Hypo- a rebound reaction, it goes
glycemia means low glucose ,too low and produces sympin the blood and hypergly- toms.
cemia means too much gluThe other kind of hypoglycose in the blood.
cemia is sometimes called
Yes, the doctor deter- primary hypoglycemia and
mines that a person has is associated with low blood
hypoglycemia, commonly glucose levels before eating.
referred to as low blood Some of these rare cases are
sugar, by measuring the associated with a tumor of
amount of glucose in the the pancreas. So the first
blood.
hurdle is making a correct
It takes more than that to, diagnosis of hypoglycemia.
make the proper diagnosis, The second hurdle is finding
though. Many perfectly out what caused the hypohealthy, active young indi- glycemia if it's present.
viduals have blood sugars Obviously, the Preatment for
intermittently below 40. If reactive hypoglycemia rethere are no symptoms asso- lated to eating is quite differciated with the findings in ent than the treatment of
the blood, no diagnosis primary hypoglycemia assoshould be made. The correct ciated with a tumor of the
basis for a diagnosis of hypo- pancreas.
glycemia is to demonstrate
the low level of glucose in
the blood at the same time
HOSPITAL NEWS I
symptoms are produced.
I'm sending you The
Health Letter number 3-9, 7-1-79
Newborn Admissions
Hypoglycemia, Low Blood
Lane, Baby Boy I Pamela
Sugar, to give you more
details. Other readers who Rt. 9. Benton.
want this issue can send 50
Dismissals
cents with a long, stamped,
Goldie
502 Elm St.,
Hicks,
self-addressed envelope for
E.
Tpmmle
it. Send your request to me, Murray,
in care of this newspaper, Ferguson, Rt. '1, Buchanan,
P.O. Box 1551, Radio City Tenn., Garry N. Fields, Box
Station, New York, NY 392. Paris, Tenn., Arista D.
10019.
Johnson, Rt. 13 Box H120,
Many of the symptoms Paducah, Vickie Madding, Rt.
ascribed to , hypoglycemia 2 Clayshire Circle, Mayfield,
can be caused by other
things. That's because an Kyle S. Conley, Rt. 3 Box 117A,
excess amount of adrenaline Murray, Toy W. Grooms, 102
will cause a person to have N. 13th St., Murray, Mrs
shakiness, anxiety syrnp- Elton Obera Brittain, Rt. 5
tones or nervousnegs and
110, Murray, Mrs. Conova
even a fast heartbeat. A low Box
Rt, I, Mayfield,
Miller,
A.
blood glucose level will
cause your adrenal gland to Mack T. Hosford, Gen. Del.,
release adrenaline, but so Puryear, Tenn.

HOSPITAL PATIENT
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Dismissed June 23 from the
Georgia Lents of Hardin
dismissed June 21 from Marshall County Hospital,
w
rshall Cqurity Hospital, Benton, was Christopher
the
Ethridge of Hardin.
Bento
B1 - IN PATIENT
BENTON PATIENT
Dismi . June 21 from the Hershel Wyatt of Hardin
Marshall County Hospital, was dismissed June 23 from
Benton, was John Badwell of -the Marshall County Vital,
Benton.
Hardin.
too

PATIENT AT BENTON
PATIENT AT BENTON
Jerry Mitchuson of Hardin Dortha Mathis of Hardin
was dismissed June 22 from was dismissed June 24 from
the Marshall County Hospital, the Marshall County Hospital,
Benton.
Benton.

DISHES & THINGS
Hwy.94 East-1 mile out
Open Mon.-Sat. 9-5, Sun. 1-6

Ironstone Dinnerware

$16.00,up
$12.00 „up
, $7.95 &up
$12.25 aup
$4.00

Sets

Canister Sets
Bowl& Pitchers
VVine Sets
Cookie Jars
LOTS OF OTHER ITEMS
AT REASONABLE PRICES.

THIS IS YOUR IN
to Ofiend

EVANGELISTIC MEETINGS
WEEK DAY SERVICES: 7:30 P.M.

SUNDAY SERVICES: Bible Study - 10:00 A.M.
Morning Worship Service 11'00
Evening Worship 630 P.M.
GORDAN SMITH
Evangelist
Gadsden, Ala

Tolbtuattr 011ittrril of (Elitist
HaY01 Dredv, Local Minister
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Events Listed For Community Calendar
Saturday, JulY 7
Kenlake State Park events
will include Bingo by The Pool
at 1 p.m. and Diving Games at
2 p.m., both at Hotel Pool;
Fishing Derby at playground
behind hotel at 3 p.m.; Family
Olympics at campground
playground at 4:30 p.m.;
Hayride with cost being $2.50
per person at riding stables
and Bubble Gum Blowing
contest at recreation hall, both
at 6:30 p.m.; Disco at hotel
meeting room at8 p.m.
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Events at Land Between the
Lakes will include Nature
Bike Hike at 8:30 a., Stream
Stroll at 2 p.m., Animal
Sounds at 3 p.m., and
Sugaring for Moths at 8:30
p.m., all at Center Station;
Summer Eve Party at The
Homeplace-1850 from 7:30 to
9:30 p.m.; Organic vs.
Chemical Gardening at
Empire Farm from 2 to 3 p.m.

Saturday, July 7
Bluelights, a group of Nashville, Tenn., policemen will be
featured in a rocking 'n rolling
program at the Summer In the
Park series at Paris Landing
State
Outdoor
Park
Amphitheater at 7:30 p.m.
Sixth performance of To
Kill A Mockingbird" will be
presented by the MurrayCalloway County Theatre at
the City-County Park at 8:30
p.m.
Al-A-Thon will meet at
Carman Pavillion, College
Farm Road, at 8 p.m. This is a
support group for families and
friends of alcoholics. For
information cakIl 437-4229.
U. S...cpast Guard Auxiliary
Division 27 will meet at Ellis
Community Center at 8 p.m.
All interested boaters are
invited to attend.

Crutchei'Tamily Reunion
Square and round dancing will be held at Paris Landing
will be held at the Woocimen of State Park at 10 a.m. For
the World Hall at 7:30 p.m.
information call 492-8584.
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Three Days.
Three Dinners.
One SpecialPrice.
TUESDAY
sizztin sirloin

Steak Dinner

MONDAY
Chopped Steak
Dinner

3
la,,
WEDNESDAY

St.,
E.

Box
D.
120,
Rt.
eld,
7A,
102
4rs.
5

Chicken Fried
Steak Dinner
$

1
9

Then each day, you ye gut your choiLe
of a Baked Potato or French Fries Toast
any Drink and a trip to our Soup n
Salad Bar .

SIRLOIN STOCKADE.

Quality that keeps you conthf back.
Bel-AirCenter
Murray

Saturday. July 7
Third performance of "Star
Spangled Girl" by Purchase
Area Repertory Theatre will
be shown at 8 p.m. at the
Murray State University
Theatre.

Sunday, July 8
Land Between the Lakes
events will include Organic vs.
Chemical Gardening from 2 to
Macrame
3 p.m. and
Workshop from 9:30 a.m. to 12
noon, both at Empire Farm;
Nature Prints at 1:30p.m. and
Temple Hill Lodge No. 276 Nature's Food Factories at
F. & A. M. will meet at 7:30 2:30 p.m., both at Center
p.m. at the lodge hall with Station.
work in the Fellow Craft
degree.
Cemetery
Jeffrey
homecoming will be held.
Hardin High School Reunion
will be held at Marshall
Lakeside Singers will
County Central High School perform at Lake Barkley
with visiting from 4 to 6 p.m. State Park at 8:30 p.m.
and dinner at 6 p.m.
Twilight Cabaret will
Singles Unlimited will leave perform at Kentucky Dam
from the First United Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.
Methodist__Church parking lot
at 7:30 a.m. for a day at
Monday,July 9
Opryland, Nashville, Tenn.
Church buses will provide
Martin's Chapel United
transportation and only cost is Methodist Church Men will
$8.75 for ticket to Opryland, meet at 7 p.m. at the church.
plus for food, etc. Call the
church office, 753-3812, if
Artist Ken Holland will
persons desire to go.
veil his newest painting at
:30 a.m. at a press conTwilight Cabaret and
nce at the Calloway Public
Lakeside Singers will present
brary. The painting was
separate performances at commissioned by the Humane
Kentucky Dam Village State
Society of Calloway County
Park at 8:30 p.m.
and benefits from the sale of
--prints will go to the Humane
Sunday, July 8
Society.
Events at Kenlake - State
Park will include - CamMonday,July 9
pground worship service at
Russell Chapel United
campground amphitheater at
Methodist Church Women will
8:30 a.m.; Closest-To-The
have a potluck supper with
Hole Contest at golf course
husbands as guests at 6 p.m.
from 9 a.m. to to 5 p.m.; Air
at the home of Mrs. Maurice
Hockey Tournament at game
Crass,Sr.
room at 10 a.m.; Water
Balloon Toss on front lawn at 1
County
Murray-Calloway
p.m.; Shoot the Hopp Contest
Community Theatre Board of
at court behind hotel at 3:30
Directors will meet at 7 p.m.
p.m.; Kickball at campground
at the Calloway Public
playground at 4:30 p.m.;
Library.
Hayride at cost of 62.50 per
person at riding stables and
Mattie Bell Hays Circle of
Men'i Pool Tournament at
Methodist
First United
game room, both at 6:30 p.m.;
Church will meet at 9:30 a.m.
Movie, "Houdini" at camat the church. Note change in
pground amphitheater at 8:30
time.
p.m.
Third of three two-week
tennis camps presented under
the Summer Youth Program
will be held through July 20 at
the Murray State University
Courts. For information call
762-4150.

Monday, July 9
Calloway County chapter of
the American Red Cross will
start its Cardiopulmonary
Resuscitation (C.P.R.) Class
at the Home Federal Savings
Building, 12th and Main
Streets, at 7 p.m.
Hazel Community Center
will open at 10 a.m. for activities by the Hazel Senior
Citizens, Lunch will be served
at 11:45 a.m, and games will
follow.
Divorce Support Group,
sponsored by Counseling and
Testing Center, Murray State
University, will meet at 7 p.m.
at Ordway Hall. For information call 762-6851.
Parents Anonymous will not
meet, but for assistance call
759-4875 or 759-1792.
Tuesday,July 10
Murray Christian Women's
Club luncheon will be held at
12 noon at the Holiday Inn.
Cost will be $4 and for
reservations call 759-4635 or
489-2706 by July 9.
Murray High Band will start
summer rehearsals from 7 to 9
p.m. in the high school band
room. All members of the
band are urged to attend the
first rehearsals.
Jackson Purchase Doll Club
will meet at the West Kentucky
Rural
Electric
Cooperative
Corporation
Building, Mayfield,at 1 p.m.
Ruth Warren Group of
Sinking Spring Baptist Church
Women will meet at 7:30 p.m.
at the home of Martha Covey.

Tuesday, July 10
Murray TOPS (take off
pounds sensibly) Club will
meet at 7 p.m at the Health
Center.
Church
First Baptist
Women's Groups will meet as
follows: II with Mrs. Lottie
Jones at 10 a.m. and III with
Mrs. Bernice Wisehart at 2
p.m.
Lakeside Singers will
perform at Kenlake State
Park at 8:30 p.m.

13Palf4
RILEY BOY
Mr. and Mrs. Michael
Steven Riley, Mayfield Route
1, are the parents of a baby
boy, Stephen Boyd, born on
Wednesday, June 27, at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
Grandparens are Mr. and
Mrs. Brooks Riley of Mayfield
and Mr. and Mrs. Hugh Boyd
of Sedalia.

LARRY D. WILSON, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles B.
Wilson of Hazel, has been
commissioned as a Kentucky
Colonel. He is currently
director of the Hazel Community Development Agency.
/F.M
1 Mr. Wilson is a 1967 graduate
r
EM
I
of Calloway County High
HOSPITAL PATIENT
Della Collins of Hardin was School and received his B. A.
dismissed June 27 from the In business administration in
Marshall County Hospital,/ 1971 from Murray State
University.
Benton.

Announces The Association Of
Murray Star Chapter No.
433 Order of the Eastern Star
will meet at 7:30 p.m. at the
lodge hall.

Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at 10 a.m. at the Dexter
Recovery, Inc., will meet at Center.
7:30 p.m.at the Health Center,
North Seventh and Olive Ellis Center will be open
Streets. This is for all persons from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m. for
with emotional or nervous activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens. For inproblems.
formation call 753-0929.

William G.Hart, M.D.
In The Practice Of

Ophthalmology
Hart Ophthalmology Associates
Office Hours
By Appointment

lomelltion torby Entry Fenn: Oan Ile
Picked Up At lodge & Son, 841 Super
Shell, Thweatts Services Station

4
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Friday, July 13,1979
7:00 p.m. — Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium

rsri

R

r-

!me In Murray!

Mini Hot Rod
Tractor Pull
Monday,July 16
7:00 P.M.
Beauty Contest
Lovett Auditorium
7:00 p.m., Fri. July 13

Invitational
Swim Meet
Murray Calloway County
Park Pool
8 a.m.-Noon, Sat., July 14

BINFORD BOY
Dr. and Mrs. Bailey Binford, Murray, announce the
birth of their third child,
Benjamin James, weighing
five pounds 7,-2 ounces, born
on Tuesday, June 26, at 10:10
p.m. at the Murray-Calloway
Hospital.
Their other children are
Rob,3, and Allison, 18 months.
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. R. A. Binford of Fulton
and Mr. and Mrs. James
Jackson of Magnolia.

James C. Hart,M.D.

the
tal,
her
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-Mrs. Ike Allbritten, and Mrs.
Pat Coleman. Mrs. J. T. Page
gave the blessing.
The bride-elect, her mother,
Mrs. Thomas E. Paschall,and
the groom-elect's mother,
Mrs. Joe Fridy, were pinned
wilha single rose.
Among the 20 guests attending the breakfast were
hostesses of other prenuptial
courtesies extended to Miss
Paschall. They were also
given roses.
Miss Paschall and the
mothers were then seated at.
the head of he table which was
centered with a floral bouquet
of yellow daisies and Queen
Anne's lace.
The honoree was presented
a grill and waffle baker by the
hostesses.

Ladies Medal Play Golf
Tournament will open today at
the Murray Country Club

Ova

0

The Boston Tea Party was
the scene of a breakfast held
in honor of Miss Beverly Gail
Paschall, July 7th bride-elect
of Joe Bill Fridy, on Saturday,
June 30.
Hostesses for the occasion
were Mrs. Robbie Blalock,
Mrs. Lonnie Rayburn, Mrs.
Robert Hendon, Mrs. Jack
White, Mrs. Barbara White,

Twilight Cabaret will
perform at Kentucky Dam
Village State Park at 8:30 p.m.

ski.

din
om
tal,

Beverly Gail Paschall Is
Honored Here At Breakfast

Saturday, July 14, 1979
8 a.m.-Noon — Invitation Swim Meet
Murray-Calloway County Park

Monday,July 16, 1979
5:00 p.m. —4-H Rabbit Show
5:30 p.m. — Official Opening
7:00 p.m. — Mini Hot Rod Tractor Pull

Tuesday, July 17, 1979
10:00 a.m. — Holstein & Friesion Cattle Show
7:00 p.m. — Demolition Derby

Wednesday,July 18, 1979
10:00 a.m. —Jersfy Cattle Show
1:00 p.m. — Horse & Mule Pull
5:00 p.m. — Open Rabbit Show
7:00 p.m. — Family Nite — Tractor Pull

Thursday, July 19, 1979
1:00 p.m. — Kiddies Day
6:00 p.m. — 4-H & ETA Dairy Show
7:00 p.m. — Tractor Pull

Friday,Judy 20,1979
10:00 a.m. — Beef Cattle Shows
5:00 p.m. — Family Night
7:00 p.m. — Horse Show

Saturday, July 21, 1979
10:00 a.m. — Farni Bureau Day
7:00 p.m. —4 Wheel Drive Pull

di166 thrti rist

Medical Arts Building Suite 201
300 South Eighth Street

Telephone
(502)753-3131
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Opinion Page
EDITOR/AL
Brass On
The Beach
Rep. Sam Stratton of New
York is looking into a matter
that should give the GI who served in Vietnam a brass attack.
Stratton is chairman of a
House Armed Services subcommittee, now, investigating
the luxurious Hale Koa Hotel in
Waikiki Beach.
It seems the hotel was built at
a cost of $18.5 million, paid out
of the post exchange and noncommissioned officers club
funds collected during the Vietnam conflict.
The hotel was to be a rest and
recreation headquarters in
Honolulu for enlisted men, but
-- the war ended before construction was completed.
And now the Hale Koa serves

IT'S JUST A GENERN,rEPRESS1ON,DOC...I WORRY ABOUT INFLRTI0N , GM LINES,
RISING FOOD PRIcE5,6KowiNG BuREAUCRACY,5LTU, D.C. 10s , NEW ISRRELI
WEST BAN K sETTLEMENTS,THE ECOLOGY, OvEsPoPuLATiON , UNEMPLOYMENT,
WILDCRT "TiZuCKER STRIKES , NICARAGUA, CRimE RATES, NUCLEAR PLANT iRFETy,
WHO To SUPPORT FOR PRESIDENT, SOUTH AFRICA, F007 APPITivES, OVERUS OF
MY CIZEDITCRRDS, DIVORCE RATES, AUTO REPAIR RIPOFFC
HOUSE PAYMENTS,TAxES , EDUCATING THE KIDS

as a spa mostly for retired officers instead of war-weary GIs
— and it costs the taxpayer $1
million a year to keep it in
operation.
Furthermore, the retired
brass is paying about 60 percent less for rooms and services than at private hotels in
Waikiki.
The congressman and a
fellow subcommittee member,
Rep. Dan Daniel of Virginia,
say they will make some
changes perhaps even closing
the hotel.
A lot of Vietnam vets would
say,-Hear, hear.-

SHUT:UP AND

MOvE OvER

The Desert Sun
(Palm Springs, Calif.)

Echoes From The Past ti,

Looking Back

1,Iaupin

Column of.ht..slarical and I:enpalagical
anerdobes starie.s and .farnd‘ noitt;s.

t4

10 1 ears Ago

40 Years Ago

Before an audience of approximately
r, Plans for a 12,970 square foot Kroger' 2,000
peoples here on July 5, John
Supermarket to be built at the Murray
• Shopping Center were announced by S.
-E. Htuigerford, vice president of the
' retail food firm's Memphis division.
Deaths reported include Mrs. John
(Celia) Buchanan, 74, Emmit Washburn, 91, and Brack Sanford, Jr., 47.
- Jackie M. Canady, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Mason Canady, is now serving
with the U. S. Army in Saigon, Vietnam-.
Preparations are in their final stages
for the Murray-Calloway County Fair
to be held July 14 to 19 at the Jaycee
Fairgrounds, according to John
Youngerrnan, Fair , Board president.
Tlie old Johnny Reed home in Hamlin
was struck by lightning yesterday and
'
- flames consumed the house and contents of Mr. ancl.Mrs. B. Yarbrough and
two year old daughter who occupied the
home. The Yarbrough family was not at
home at the time of the fire.

20 Years Ago
Suilding permits issued in the city of
*Murray for the period, June 1 to 30,
amounted to approximately $361,550,
' according to I. H. Key, building .in-*
spector for the city.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Jack
Glen Smith who died from injuries
sustained in an automobile accident
near Hardin on July 5.
Corvette Lanes, Inc., will open about
Aug. 6. The bowling lanes will be in the
same building with the Collegiate
Raispurant.
Miss Margaret Katherine Wright,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Wright
of Mayfield, was married to Claude
Mitt Miller, son of Mr. and Mrs. Claude
L. Miller of Murray, at the First
Methodist Church, Mayfield.

Young Brown opened his campaign in
Calloway* County for the post of
Governor of Kentucky. He spoke for
more than an hour.
Wasting no opportunity.to emphasize
his opponent's CIO-affiliation, -Keen
Johnson, candidate for Governor of
Kentucky, carried his addreSs to
Murray speaking to nearly 2,000 people
.the south yard of the Calloway
-County Courthouse on July 1.
Deaths reported this week include
Mrs. Bessie Tabors, Mrs. Thomas H.
Robertson, 51, Mrs. Altha Mae Thurmond, 4,1v and Irvan Hay.
Ball games over the weekend and
Fourth of July left little changes in the
standing of the Baseball Leagues with
Benton leader in the Junior League and
Pine Bluff in the Senior League.
Miss Lillian Hollowell, instructor in
the English Department, Murray State
Teachers College, is touring Europe
this summer. She left from New York
July 1 and will arrive home Aug. 29.
Marriages announced this week
include Thelma Dale Marine to
Potts, and Beatrice Sue Norsworthy to
S. G. Pool, both on June 24.
The Rev. L. W. Carlin will be the
speaker at the revival services at the
Scotts Grove Baptist Church, accordiu
to the pastor, the Rev. D. W. Billingtolf.
Births reported this week include a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Theron Crouch.
Bro. Henry Hargis preached at the
Poplar Spring Church of Christ on
Sunday.
A family reunion was held July 2 at
the home of Mr: and Mrs. John Dunn at
Dexter.
The third part of the story on "H.. B.
Taylor, The Man," written by.,Edward
Freeman, is published this week.

50 Years Ago

A monoplane, occupied by business
men from Evansville, Ind., was slightly
damaged here Monday afternoon while
making a landing in a field east of
Murray.
Murray was selected as the place for
Births reported at the Murray
the
1930 meeting of the Tr -County
and
Mrs.
girl
to
Mr.
include
a
Hospital
Convention
of Christian Churches at the
Fred Garland and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
annual meeting held Saturday in
Johnny. Washburn.
Benton. The Rev. E. B. Motley,
minister of the First Christian Church,
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
Murray, was also elected president of
"Thunder In The Sun" starring Susan
the Tr -County group.
Hayward and Jeff .Chandler.
T. R. Hale and Carroll Hubbard,
•
Baptist ministers, will begin a series of
revival services at Coldwater on
Sunday:
Deaths reported this 'week include
-Tomato shipments started this
Mrs. William D. Jones, 79.
morning as a part of a new tomato
The First National Bank, Murray,
growing-shipment plan. This is an
Ky., reports resources of $1,764,262.16
entirely new process being tried for the
in its statement published at the close of
first time, according to Wendell
business on June 29, 1929.
Binkley, field agent in marketing for
Mrs. Gatlin Clopton of the Penny
the University of Kentucky.
Hofriernakers Club won first place and
a free trip to Farm and Home Week,
Four Hardin residents—Ada Powell,
Lexington, in the Better Kitchen
Charlene Gore Ruby Youngblood, and
Campaign held in Calloway County this
Anna Holt—enroute to work at Mayfield
week. Mrs. Carlos Roberts,. Almo Club,
were killed this morning in a truck-car
won second, and Mrs.
collision four miles east of Mayfield.
Outland Club, won third.
Also killed in the accident was Boyd
The Rev. E. B. Motley was installed
Crittenden, Mayfield Route 2.
as sixth president of the Murray Rotary
Other deaths reported include J. H. ' Club succeeding W. G. Swann at the
meeting held at the National Hotel.
(Torn) Barnett, 72, and Hardy YarOther officers are T. H. Stokes, 0. L.
birough, 62.
----Boron, and K. C. Frazee:
Births ' reported this week include
Audrey W. Simmons has been elected
to the Board of Directors of the Bank of twin girls, Martha Sue and Mary Jo, to
—Mr.and Mrs. 011ie Workman on July 2.
Murray.
The Delta Department of the Murray
Woman's Club held a buffet supper with
Harold Smotherman will be ordained
husbands'as guests at the home of Mr.
to the Ministry at the Oak Grove
and Mrs. Joe Lovett. A musical
Baptist Church on July 10.
program was presented by Mrs. Pete
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Preston Farmer and Charles Day.
Taylor was destroyed by fire the night
Philadelphia cream cheese is listed
of June 25. All contents of the home as two packages for 25Tents in the ad
were also kilt in the.flames.
for Piggly Wiggly this week.

30 1ears Ago

MEDICAL.CARE CUS13,

The Ugliest Man
In Christian County
Old-time humor was a dry, subtle
kind of wit. It was a hard life for early
settlers, and humor in such a way of
living might be hard to find by the
modern person. But it seems that the
early pioneers of Kentucky would
usually find something to laugh about.
One such anecdote has been passed
down for over a hundred years, about a
contest held near the Trigg-Christian
County border, to award the dubious
honor to the "ugliest man short of old
Virginriy."
'
A man who lived in Trigg County by
the wne of Humphreys, when he met
Bilavens, proceeded to inform him
that there was a man living over in his
county who was the ugliest man in the
civilized world. Cravens then told
.Humphreys that he was sure one of his
neighbors could easily beat any degree
of ugliness anyone could present to him.
As- a result, the men bet on the outcome,
the prize being a $10 hat (probably a
phenomenal price for a -hat in those
days) and it was decided to hold the
contest at the next court day in Cadiz.
When the big day arrived, both
parties met in Cadiz accompanied by
their prize beauties, 1Mth -Carefully
blanketed and hid in another room..
Judges were appointed and straws
drawn to see who would go first.
Humphrey's man was then brought
out, and while he was being "judged"
did everything in his power to heighten
hiS homeliness, by way of face twisting
grimaces and devilish leers. The judges
concurred that it would pretty nearly
impossible for a man to be any uglier
and still live.
Cravens, undaunted by his competition, brought in his candidate. When
he.branght him in before the judge4, he
admonished him, "Now Mac, look jist

as nateral as you kin; look jist as God
Aniighty made you." When Mac, of
McDaniel had calmly assumed his most
natural visage, all those present
unanimously stated that he was the
winner — he was without doubt the
ugliest man any of them had ever seen.
• This McDaniel evidently was as
unlucky as he was ugly. It was said that
he was at one time buried into the
ground by a falling tree; at another,
tossed up into the air by another tree;
fell 45 feet down into one well, was
blown out of another, and was-finally
killed by a tub of rocks falling from
above him while he was in a third well.
Another example of frontier humor
concerned a weMingo„"sehich was to
-take place, as was tYpical, at >Abe
bride's home — the usual two or three
room log cabin. Now, the bride's
bedroom could only be reached by a
ladder which reaohed up from the main
room. On the evening that she was to be
married, the bride decided that it was
simply not dignified to arrive at her
own wedding by backing down a ladder.
Consequently, she decided to let herself, all attired in her wedding finery
fin those days,.most likely her Sunday
dress) down from the upstairs window.
In that way, she would be able to enter
the front door with dignity. This seemed
to be a good plan and probably would
have worked except for one small
detail. When she descended, she happened -to land astride a sleeping hog,
which when startled in this way, took
off at a gallop. Thus the flustered bride
was deposited unceremoniously at Alf
groom's feet all in a heap. But the
groom, being a natural born optimist,
took this as a good omen, and embracing his distracted bride, proceeded
-to make her his wife.

WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, Tht.
-MlierMi
Ledger
&
limes
periodically. publishes the addiWses
of the state. and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-2243121.
Here arO the mailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washingtor
D.C.20510 .
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 21)510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard, Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D:C.-20513 —
STATE LEVEL
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-564-2500 or by writing to them in care.
0'P-the State Capitol Building,'
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators.
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
Mayfield, Ky. 42066

By Ken Wolf

Because of his reputation for combining truth with terseness, Abraham
Lincoln's first political speech (March,
1832), deserves to be quoted in full:
Fellow-Citizens
I presume you all know who lam. I
am humble Abraham Lincoln. I
have been solicited by many
friends lo become a candidate far
the Legislature. My politics are
short and sweet, like the old
woman's dance. I am in favor of a
national bank. I am in favor of the
Internal improvement system, and
a high protective tariff. These arv
My sentiments and -- political
principles. If elected, I shall be
thankful; If not it will be all the
same.
• - •

Perhaps Mr.- Lincoln was too humble
— or too brief. He lost that election, his
first run for popular elective office. The
speech is courtesy of The Wit and
Wisdom of Abraham Lincoln, edited by
H. Jack Lang (1941).

Funny Worl(1,
-Thangkok —. Cambodia has begun a
policy of allowing only those Cambodians who have scored "a high
mark" in killing Vietnamese to be
married, the official Vietnam news
agency said yesterday in a report
quoting Cambodian refugees arriving
in Vietnam.
The agency said Men Yeang, 44, from
Kampong Cham province in eastern
Cambodia, claimed his female cousin
was in love with a teacher, and asked
for permission to marry late last year,
but was told by authorities that they
would first have to go fight Vietnam."
Bangkok Post)

Today is Saturday, July 7, the 188th
day of 1979. There are 177 days left in
the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1846, the U.S. annexation of California was proclaimed
as the American flag was raised at
Monterey after surrender of the
Mexican garrison.
In AN, President William McKinley
signed a joint resolution of Congress
authnrizing the annexation of Hawaii.
In 1937, Japanese and Chinese
soldiers clashed on the Marco Polo --,_Bridge-nearRelping in what was the
first major assault on China piper in
the Sino-Japanese War.
In 1941, during World War II, U.S.
forces landed in Iceland to((install any
Nazi invasion.-:
In
1958, President" Dwight
Eisenhower signed the Alaska
Statehood Bill.
Ten years ago: The Nixon
Administration announced the filing of
desegregation suits against a school
district in.South. Carolina and one in
Illinois, the first in the North.
Five years ago: The Supreme Court
began hearings on two cases that had
profound legal and personal implications for President Nixon.and his
former aides in the Watergate scandal.
One year ago: In Alexandria, Va., a
former U.S. information officer.
Roland Humphrey, and a Vietnamese
graduate student, David Truong, were
sentenced to 15-year prison terms on
spy charges.
Today's birthdays: -French fashion
designer Pierre Cardin is 57-. Ringo
Starr, formerly of the Beatles, is 39.
Composer Gian-Carlo Menotti is 68.
Thought for today: A handful of
common sense is worth a bushel Of
learning — a Spanish proverb.
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The Story Of

Bible Thought
Cast thy bread upon the waters: for
thou shalt find it after many days.
Ecclesiastes 11:1.
We cannot keep unto ourselves and
our trust in God must not be a private
commodity. We are to share that with
the world.

Today
In History

Thoughts
In Season
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By Dorothy and Kerby Jennings

C op yright, 111111
+++44/4444++44-+++++++444-0+++••
- ••••••••••-•-••••+4444+4

Chaos broke•out in Denim
. Tatic ranks with the Calloway Times
supporting the machine-and the Murray Ledger supporting an open 4
bolt from the party and aligning with The,Republican nominees for
the November general eleetion. Journalism reached its
lowest depth
with the front pages of eadi-Week`s issu—es---wholly devoted in -bias
support of.. that candidates. Editorials: of unlz;elievablt3 intensity
were loaded with 'rankest liable.
The campaign ended widi a Murray Ledger victory for Charles
L. Jordan, sheriff; J. C.-trwin, county attorney, id Tlannas
Patterson, county judge—all Republicans. The only Democrat with
Republican opposition elected was Wert Alderson,'jailer. Alderson's
election was the result of att honest error made -in the tabulation of
South Concord pfecinct, a mistake that was never made Public for
fear of open violence, plus the jubilation .in Republican ranks was
so overwhelming they wanted nothing1 -1lBerefere—wllli-tbeIr -first
feast of victory in Calloway County. Incidentally, the victors won
in each instance by, a scant handful of votes in an election that contrasted overwhelming victories for Democrats over the state. The
revelation of the precinct error is recorded publicly for the first time
in- this book from information revealed lo him by the Yi•riters'
father,
0. J. Jennings, who organized the rebellion.
Earlier in the year Judge A. J. C. tiells resigned his position al -7
county judge, to accept a post on the State Board of Control, happy
to leave the scene where he had gaitted the animosity of the Planters
Protection Association members. The Republican Gov. Augustus
Willson appointed Tom Patterson to the county judgeship, the first
Republican official to hold public office in the history of the county.
Prior to 1896, the Democrat Party was split between the Populists
and Democrats.
To Be Continued
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Murray Business News Briefs
Air Kentucky Flies From State Subsidies
Kentucky, which
Air
gradually has been weaning
itself from state subsidies
during the past three years,
now is soaring completely on
its own.
.
State assistance to the
commuter airline service,
based in Owensboro, ended
effective July 1. Also ending
as of that date was service to
Bowling Green and Frankfort,
the only two stops on the Air
Kentucky schedule that still
required subsidies.
"We haven't been satisfied
with the return we were
getting from the subsidies for
about two years now," said
Air Kentucky Vice President
Frank Shively.
He said "loyalty to the
system that helped us get off
the ground" was a major
factor in the airline's continuation of unprofitable
service this long. But it
finally came down to a purely
Mark Binkley, left, and Roy Harmon shake hands on the partnership of their new
decision," Shively
financial
business Harmon and Binkley Construction Co.
added.
Air Kentucky will continue
to operate between profitable
Louisville,
markets
in
Owensboro, Paducah and
4 local carpentry shop has and Binkley Construction quality materials and Nashville. Expansion of these
markets seems likely, and
recently changed its name and Company. The business is.as professional work. "We're
other routes may be added
the name implies, a part- both used to strict building
acquired a new partner.
later, Shively said.
Roy's Carpentry Shop, nership
between
Mark codes and w're going to do it
The state subsidy program
South 4th Street has just in- Binkley, and Roy Harmon.
right or not do it at all,"
was created by the 1974
corporated to become Harmon
Harmon said.
Harmon, a familiar face
legislature to attract airlines
Binkley
and . Harmon
around the area, is well known Construction is located on 4th
to serve Kentucky cities by
'through his carpentry shop, Street by the entrance of the
guaranteeing they wouldn't
but the 34 year old Binkley has Murray Drive-In Theater and
lose any money. Air Kentucky
been in Murray for only 5 is open daily through Saturday
has been the only participant
months.
in the subsidy program.
from 8:00 a.m. to 5 p.m. Their
When the subsidy program
Originally from Harrisburg, phone is 753-4124.
began in February 1975, Air
Pennsylvania, he and hifrwife.
Kentucky drew about $20,000 a
Lala. have two girls Ga la, 17, First Rail Pension
montPlrom the state to offset
•
and Theresa, 14.
In 1$80, the first jointly- its unprofitable routes. B
- Binkley has been in cok spo' nso.red pension plan in the U.S. June- 1977, the month
qualifyfor_i_
— struction work for:- 17 yearn: was-establisheii by the Baltimore & -reimbursement had droppe
may
You
_
and started sub contracting in Ohio Railroad and its employee's to $8,000 to $10,000 a month
—Allaiate's Good Driver
Pennsylvania when he was 19. union, reports the American Coun- because routes between
Rates and be entitled to
When I moved here I was cil of Life Insurance.
some discounts, too.
Owensboro, Louisville and
Call me and compare, looking for work and someone
mentioned Roy. We hit it off
immediately and within 3 to 4
weeks had formed the corYou're in good hands. poration," Binkley said.

Harmon and Binkley, Partners
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Harmon and Binkley call
themselves a complete construction company handeling
all services from large construction to small maintenance, also plumbing and
electrical work. "We'll work
on covering a mouse hole to
building the household,"
Harmon added.

See Agents
Bob Billington CPCU
Guy Billington
Owen Billington
Tom Scruggs
Dan Shipley Th.

Murray Insurance
Agency
751-4751
Bel Ilir Cantor .0

The shop will still featu,-e
the Kemper line of cabinets as
well as custom built cabinets,
laminated counter tops and
furniture repair, stressing

ashion
Ringo
is 39.
:68.
ful of
,hel of

Don Tucker, of Tucker Realty, 502 Maple, would like
to announce the addition of Jim and Agnes Payne as
new sales associates. The Paynes have lived in Murray
35 years and invite all their friers to call on them for
any real estate needs.

The
MANSFIELD, Ohio
Tappan Company announced
tentative
that
today
agreement has been reached
for Tappan to acquire J-Wood,
Inc., manufacturer of custom
kitchen cabinets, located in
Milroy, Pennsylvania. Final
agreement is subject to
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that federal subsidies may be
available for service to a few
select Kentucky cities,
Woodford said. With federal
deregulation
of
major
airlines, the Federal Aviation
Administration is preparing
the subsidies to soften the
blow to small airports from
which airlines will now find it
easier to withdraw.
Airports in the LondonCorbin and Clarksville, Tenn.,
areas, which may lose service
by Piedmont Airlines, and
Paducah and Owensboro,
which have already seen
service cuts by Ozark,.could
all be eligible for new federal
subsidies, Woodford said.
KENTUCKY STOCKS ON
THE MOVE LAST WEEK:
Market direction was upward.
Leading gainers: Kentucky

Central Life (OTC), 'to 19%
from 15; Lincoln Income Life
(OTC), to 17 from 14; Glenmore Distilleries AMEX 1, to

-

25 from 23. Biggest declines.
Louisville Gas & Electric
(NYSE I, to 20511 from 22a:
Jerrico(OTCI, to 17 from 1746.

Harmon & Binkley
Construction Co.
No Job Too Large, No Job To
Small. High Quality Work.
V Free Estimates

Call 753-6969 or
753-4124
and ask for Mark.
South 4th St.(Beside Murray Drive-In)

753-4124

We at the

Bank of Murray
offer our

Congratulations
to
Harmon & Binkl
Jim and Agnes Payne

00000090000000000000000000000 000000000000000000
o0same
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00000.00000000000000000000000000000000000000.0.00.
Tappan To Acquire
J-Wood Incorporated

Buy any KitchenAid dishwasher
or trash compactor at our
regular low price before July 11,
and get a $IO rebate direct
from our distributor

Nashville were paying their
own way. When severe
schedule cuts by Ozark
Airlines in Paducah last
January improved Air Kentucky's boardings there, the
monthly subsidy dropped to
about $3,000 a month, Shively
said.
The
subsidy
state's
payments are based on a cost
factor of $1.19 a mile. Shively
said true costs are in excess of
$1.60 a mile. "We're losing
money each time we take off,"
he said.
Shively said he proposed
last fall that Air Kentucky be
allowed to replace its current
15-passenger Beech 99s on
subsidized routes with smaller
8-passenger planes. In addition to economies of
operation, the smaller plane
also would allow more
favorable scheduling for those
routes. Even with the smaller
plane, Shively said, subsidiesi
still would have to be boosted'
to at least $1.30 a mile.
That figure is too high, said
Dave Woodford, air services
administrator in the Kentucky
Department
of
Transportation.
Woodford said there are
some bright sides to Air
Kentucky's withdrawal from
the program. First, it proves
the program works, since it
brought new air service that
pays its way to both Owensboro and Paducah. Second, it
makes the annual $250,000
allocation for subsidies
available to another new
contractor.
There also are possibilities

certain audits and other
verifications which are expected to be complekV U.1
Pax
August.
D. C. Blasius, president and
chief executive officer, stated.
"although relatively small at
this time, J-Wood has been
growing rapidly and has been
quite profitable. We anticipate
that, operating as part of
Tappan's Cabinet Group, JWood's prospects for growth
will be enhanced."
Blasius further stated, "J•
kitchen
Wood's custom
cabinet product line complements Tappan's existing
custom Ad stock lines."
,J-Wood will be operated as a
separate entity under its
current management.
Tappan is a diversified
manufacturer of products
used in "Serving the Heart of
the
including
Home,"
microwave ovens, major
kitchen appliances, kitchen
bathroom
cabinets and
vanities.

SIINIC torts
The silver mines at
in
Joachimsthal
Bohemia, in 1520,
provided the metal for .
coins which became known as "JoacWimsthalers." Shortened to
F
/`
"ulster," the name WWI
used for any large silver
by Bill Boyd
coin and is the root of
ow word,"dollar."
Whatever you call it, your, money is safer in a
savings account where it earns interest for you.
PEOPLES/BANK
c.)
Member FDIC
MURRAY WY

(

Sunday July8
2:00 to 6:00 P.M.
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THE OZARK,"PlieklM" LOG #0ME
QUALITY I PRICE
Our homes are designed to meet todays structural requirements.
Use our beautiful plans or we can custom yotirs.

FREE Remington Mighty-Mite Chain Saw
with first 5 log packages sold

iller Log Homes
Display Model

Hwy. 121 By-Pass

Murray, Ky.
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Fishing Report:

MEM)OUTDOORS

Sy Wee &Ira

'Froggy Went A Courtin'
The night was like coffee —
black and wet. Philip Sumner,
Don Buck and I sat in Don's
Blazer and made idle conversation while the rain
played a constant, soft drum
on the roof.
"What do you think?" Philip
asked.
"Well, we're going to get
wet anyway. We might as well
;get wet from rain as from
;pond water," I answered.
Are we going to be out in
.the ponds?" Don asked.
• "Up to your armpits, and
maybe deeper if you step in a
hole," Philipresponded.
-What if we see a snake?"
Don said in a serious tone.
Philip and I both grinned
big, and Philip answered with
all the seriousness he could
muster, "Well, now that's just
something we don't like to
think about. We usually don't
see any, but if we do, just try
to ignore him."
' We were in Todd County on
fartit near Guthrie. At
least once a year'Philip and I
hold a.frog Minting marathon,
T ihr

niecied

IIS

on his first ever such experience.
But the rain had thrown a
wrench into our plans. More
than two inches had poured
down through the afternoon,'
filling gullies, turning farm
backroads into muck and no
doubt pushing ponds out of
their banks into surrounding
pastures. Frogs would be
hidden back in the grass, and
hunting conditions were far
less than ideal.
But plans are plans, and we
decided to stick by ours. We'd
rendezvoused at the appropriate time and place and
agreed to press on — rain or
no: Besides, the forecast was
for rain to slack off as the
night wore_on.
We readied and checked
our gear. Don's spotlight had
• new batteries. My headlight
burned brightly, and I had a
toil* of spare plastic bags to
protect my camer4 gear.
Philip provided the rifle and
the stringer to hold the frogs.
Philip got quiet in the back
seat, and I could hear the
sound of .22 rifle cartridges
sliding into the gun's
magazine tube. We've always
hunted frogs with a rifle. We
go after meat, and we believe
the .22 is more effective and
easier to use than a gig. It's
certainly more lethal, to
humans as well as frogs, but
we're all experienced hunters
khooled in gun safety.
Almost as if on cue the rain
slowed to a drizzle, and a big
bullfrog on a nearby bank
bellowed out a resonant
"deep, deep, bedeep."

Phil Sumner steadies the light while Don Buck sights in on a bullfrog hidden in the
grass. A rainy night produced limits of frogs from ponds and a swamp in Todd County.
(Photo by Wade Bourne)
"Well hello, big boy. You 'side', aimed for what seemed
just keep that up till I can get to he an eternity, and then the
my light in your eyes," Philip hollow sound of the .22 broke
mr
''ed up the the tensim. We'd ra,
said. He
suspenders to his waders. Don first pair of legs.
and I wore old pants and
On around the bank we
walking boots resigned to get
waded, and the water came
wet.
And then we were out of the midway up our chests. Philip
nailed two more good frogs
truck and in the water, up to
our knees, then thighs, then' and missed one, and then it
was my turn to shoot. I added
waists. The water was wara fourth, missed an easy shot
mer than the night air and
and took some ribbing about
rain, and it seemed thick and
my lack of marksmanship.
the dank smell almost oppressive. "You've got the gun. "Didn't want him anyway," I
muttered.' He was too little."
Why don't you shoot the first
few times, and I'll spot for
Then Don stepped 'into the
you," I whispered to Philip. act, taking his turn with the
We'd been through the routine rifle and then the. light. I slid
many times over the year& along behind them, observing
The man with the light goes and, as the rain stopped,
ahead searching the banks unwrapping my camera-for
with the beam for the some pictures.
giveaway glint of a frog's eye.
The first pond yielded nine
The front man also carries the frogs, all fair size. When we
sack or stringer.
got back to the truck I lit a
cigar and tried to ignore the
He's followed closely by the
clammy feeling of the pond
shooter. The spotter finds the
water and mud in my boots
game, then the shooter eases
and clothes. That's all part of
into position for the shot. He's
the experience, the bad with
careful not to break the beam
the good.
of light, a maneuver which the
At the second pond a single
frog can spot and which will
bullfrog kept us from a'bust.
cause him to flee.
To start' with Don trailed "Somebody's been in here
hunting, and they've cleaned
behind to observe the system.
The water was high on the the pond out," Phillip said
bank, but not so much so to put with a hint of disgust.
The third pond was nearly
the frogs back in the bushes. I
started probing the grass and as slow, with three more frogs
honeysuckles for the reflec- added to the stringer. The
tion of an eye, and in five hour was 11 p.m., and it looked
yards I spied a medium-sized as though it would take a late
bullfrog perched under a dead night effort to reach our
combined limit of 30.
snag.
"Well, it looks like I'm going
I didn't have to say
anything. Just standing still to have to take you boys to the
and not moving the Light was honey hole," Philip said. "I
my signal to Philip that we sure didn't want to have to
had business. He slipped to my show you my main supply, but

I'm going to have to if we get
any meat."
A short drive later, at
Pho,ps direction, we pulled up
on the pavement next to the
adjoining farm and rolled
down the window. Back off the
road was a low bottom choked
with trees, and out from the
shadows came the sweet
music of a bullfrog chorus.
They 'were deep, resonant
sounds:. One frog would start
with a couple of notes. and
then he would be joined by a
dozen or more accompanists.
Nobody said anything; the
only sound from the truck was
that of Philip sliding more
cartridges into his rifle.
And the frogs were there,
more than I'd ever seen in one
spot! After we'd slipped up to
the water I turned on the light
and saw at least twenty in just
the first stretch of bank. And
the swamp was hugl,, much
too large to hunt in one night,
assuming you needed to stay
there that long.
We didn't. We filled our
limit quickly, choosing the
larger of the bulls which
crowded around the mud and
lily pads and rotting logs. Don
took the last frog, one of a pair
sharing the base of a large pin'
oak. "Well, you got a reprieve
this time," I thought about the
bull thi3twas left. "But you'd
better be on guard,'cause this
old boy's gonna be back here
again."
We slogged back to the
truck, sleepy, wet and wishing
we didn't have a messy
cleaning job ahead of us. But
that's- all part of the sport, a'
unique outdoor experience
which rewards effort with a
delicacy fit for a king.

Compliments

FRANKFORT,* Ky.(AP) —
Fishing for bluegill and white
bass is increasing on Kentucky's major lakes, the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources reports.
The lake-by-lake rundown:
Barren: Bluegill good on the
upper lake off deep banks;
white bass good at night orrthe
lower lake off points and deep
banks; black bass fair to good
early and late and at night on
artificial nightcrawlers and
crank baits off points and over
drop offs; in tailwaters, trout
slow; clear to murky,stable at
pool and 79 degrees.
Cumberland: White bass
and crappie fair to good at
night on the lower lake off
rocky points and deep banks;
crappie fair on the upper lake
day and night over submerged
cover; black bass and walleye
fair on the lower lake at night
on medium and deep runners
off rocky points and deep
banks; white bass slow to fair
on the upper lake on plunker
and fly combination in jumps;
in tailwaters, trout good with
some limits; clear, falling
slowly, one foot below timberline and 80 degrees.
Laurel: Trout good at night
still and drift fishing nightcrawlers off • deep banks;
bluegill good on flyrod poppers and by still fishing worms
• and crickets off shallow
banks; clear, falling slowly,
two feet below pool and 78
degrees.
Green: White bass good
trolling deep runners with
traders over flats and,fair on

Air Sleeping
Bags After
Cleaning

plunker and fly combination in
jumps; bluegill fair on flyrod
poppers and by still fishing
worms and crickets in inlets
and bays and off shallow
banks; in tailwaters, trout
good; clear, stable at pool and
77 degrees.
Herrington: Bluegill good
off deep banks; black bass fair
at night on artificial nightcrawlers off rocky points and
deep banks; clear to murky,
falling, 14 feet below pool and
80 degrees.
Kentucky: Sauger fair to
giood trolling deep runners and
drifting minnows over main
channel drop offs; catfish fair
to good still fishing worms,
nightcrawlers and cut bait off
rip rap and over drop offs; in
tailwaters, catfish and sauger
good; clear to murky, stable,
one foot below pool and 82
degrees.
Barkley: Bluegill fair in
inlets and bays and around
tree laps and buck brush;
black bass slow to fair on
artificial nightcrawlers and
crank baits along the brush
line in inlets and bays; in
tailwaters, catfish good, white
bass fair; clear to murky,
falling slowly, one foot below
pool and 84 degrees.
Nolin: White bass good
trolling deep runners with
trailers, on plunker and fly
combination in jumps and sat
night still fishing minnows off
rocky points and deep banks;
black bass slow on surface
lures in inlets and bays and at
night on artificial nightcrawlers over drop offs; clear,
stable, six inches below pool
and 81 degrees.
Grayson: Crappie fair early
and late around stick ups;
bluegill fair on flyrod poppers
and still fishing worms and
crickets in inlets and bays; in

Lake Rundown
tailwaters, trout fair; clear to
murky to muddy, falling
slowly, one foot above pool
and 78 degrees.
Buckhorn: Bluegill fair off
shallow banks; black bass
slow at night on artificial
nightcrawlers off points and
over drop offs; in tailwaters,
trout slow; clear to murky,
stable at pool and 81 degrees.
Cave Run: Musky fair
casting buzz baits atid crank
baits in timbered coves and
trolling deep runners over
main channel drop offs; black
bass slow on medium runners,
artificial nightcrawlers and
crank baits over drop offs;
clear to murky In rouddjr„

rising slowly, one foot above
pool and 78 degrees.
Dale Hollow: White bass
fair on plunker and fly cornpination in jumpsl walleye
slow trolling deep runners off
points and deep banks and
over mud flats; clear, stable
at pool and 80 degrees.
Rough River: White bass
fair early and late on plunker
and fly combination in jumps;
black bass slow on artificial
nightcrawlers off points and
over drop offs; clear, stable at
pool and 83 degrees.
Fishtrap: Crappie slow
around stick ups; clear to
murky to muddy, stable at
pool and 76 degrees.

Efficient Boat
Performance
Propeller choice and condition are important factors in
getting efficient performance
from your boat. In a general
sort of way, the diameter,
pitch and blade area of a
propeller can realistically be
compared to the transmission
and rear axle ratios of a car.
When on the highway you
get the best results from a
car's engine by shifting gears.
While you don't shift gears in
the same sense when
powerboating, you can select
a "top gear" to suit your
particular boat and operating
conditions just by using the
roost suitable propeller.
An experienced marine
dealer will have reference
material in his office to help
you choose from among the
many different propellers
available for any particular
outboard motor or stern drive.

If you're a lake or bay
fisherman, you may carry a
heavy load and make
frequent, rather short runs.
An "accelerating" prop could
help your rig get going and
make the short runs to best
advantage. But if you and a
buddy make long trips with a
light load, a "speed" prop
might be able to plane out
your light rig satisfactorily
and pay off in more miles per
gallon.
The MerCruiser stern drive
boathouse crew emphasizes
that propeller condition is also
important. Nicked and battered blades rob power and
reduce prop efficiency. Yos
can fix mild irregularities
with a file and abrasive paper.
But if in doubt as to how much
metal you can remove without
upsetting prop balance,
consult your dealer's service
department.

Look for the manufacturer's
dr, ning instructions attached,
to sleeping bags when you buy
them. Not all bags are
washable. For bags that
require dry cleaning, the
Coleman Company recommends having it done
professionally, or use of a
coin-operated . machine.
Remember, all cleaning
solutions are toxic, so fully air
a dry-cleaned bag for at least
48 hours prior to use. This
avoids the possibility of toxic
oases being trapped in the
insulation if the bag is rolled
up immediately.

I.
crf one catfish. These fish were caught by
'
James Barrow, Murray, displays 25 sauger an
three
weighed
pounds and put up quite a fight
catfish
The
James and his parents.
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Fish Market
759-1208
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(We Specialize In Kentucky Lake Catfish)
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Food Giant
Anything Less Is Just A Car

Trucks-Trailers-Buses,Inc.

RESTAURANT
South 12th Street

BUCKS
--BODY SHOP_
900 Sycamore
753-5142
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713-4111

641 South
753-1372
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Fishing, Camping,and Hunting Equip
Hunting & Fishing Licenses

8 o. m. - 10:00 p. fp.

19.

Phone 7531322

Big Mac's Discount

Sportsmen:
Check The Values
in our
Sporting Goods Dept.

Open 7 Days A Week

HOOKS Tiros, Wheels And AuciSsories

Sporting
Goods

and

Hooks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tiros 4 W.D. Vehicles
"Widest" Selection of 4-Whooling Tiros
In The Jackson Purchase
753-6779
410 N 4th

HI-Way 641S.
Murray, Ky.
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By John Wilson
"You get a line and I'll get a
pole, We'll go down to the
crawdad hole..."
A lot of Kentucky fishermen
are going down to the crawdad
:. hole these days, although not
for the purposes implied in
this old favorite folk song.
Instead, they are after soft
craws, an effective bait for a
variety of fish.
1
Soft craws, in case you don't
I
know, are crawfish which
The Kentucky Lake Bass Club held their childrens day tournament out of Kenlake Marina, Saturday, June 30. The
have just molted. After they
winners were left to right, front row Jeff Cope, Eddie Rehmus, Pam Baker; second row, Tracy Cope, Bryan Davis,
shed their hard exoskeleton,
Dara Childers; back row, Donnie Cope, Cindy Strode, Sam Henry.
crawfish are particularly
platable since their new skin
has not • had a chance to
toughen up. They are also not
very active during this stage, making them easy for fish ( or
fishermen ) to catch.
The easiest way to collect a
bunch of craws for bait is to
take a lantern down to a
nearby creek at night. This is
when the crawfish are most
active. After you grab a few,
you'll soon be able to tell the
difference,between the lightcolored soft craws and the
darker hard ones.
The best way to keep
crawfish is in a styrofoam
cooler or bait bucket. Put a
batch of craws in the bottom of
the cooler and cover them
with damp cloths or paper
towels. Then put on another
layer of crawfish and more
damp towels. Repeat this
process until you have enough
bait for your fishing trip.
Don't put the crawfish in
s.
water - they'll either drown
or harden. In either case they
won't make very good bait.
.But if kept dampened and in a
tobrflide; the craws will
remain in the soft stage for
several days.
To use the crawfish, hook
them with a No. 2-0 aberdeen
hook and use either no weight
Cindy Strode, Murray, won first place in the Kentucky Pam Baker, Murray, had a nice bass to weigh-in at the
-at all or a small slip sinker.
Lake Bass Club tournament held Saturday June 30.
tournament held for the children by the Kentucky Lake
Fish them in the bottom
Bass Club.
,
around rocky banks, points or
other areas of the lake where
they are both native crawfish.
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populations and good structure for game fish.
Although most soft craw
fishermen are after black
bass, they will also catch
white perch and catfish. When
a fish picks up the craw, let
him run with it. Sometimes a
bass will run a short distance
with the bait, then stop. When
he starts again, set the hook
hard.
Soft craws are also effective
bait in streams. Let them drift
through riffles .or fish them
along rock ledges to catch
both bass and channel catfish.
Another good place to fish soft
craws is just below the locks
on rivers such as the Kentucky.
Right now we're at the peak
time for collecting soft craws.
By the middle of July, most
crawfish will have shed their
old skins and the new ones will
have hardened. But there's
still another waY to fish
crawdads. In the early fall, try
drifting with small hard craws
along the steep banks and rock
Cumledges Ob -lakes
berland. It's a good way to
pick up a stringer of bass
when nothing else seems to
work.

Terry Weaver, Hardin, took this six pound 12 ounce bass
on a worm while fishing with his dad, Jerry, on Kentucky
Lake. Terry is 14 years old and plans to have the fish
mounted.

KENTUCKY- HUNTING DATES.
1979-80

1

Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
Opens

Species

Closes

Daily

Limit
Squirrel .

Rabbit

Aug. 18, 1979
Nov. 15.. 1979
Dec. 4, 1979

Oct. 31, 1979
Nov-30. 1979
Dec. 31, 1979

Nov. 15, 1979
Dec. 4, 1979 '

Nov. 30, 1979
Jan. 21.198'0

Po

ion
Limit

12

6

4
,

Nov. 15, 1979
Dec. 4, 1979

Nov. 30, 1979
, Feb. 17, 1980

. Nov. 15, 1979
Dec 4, 1979

Nov 30, 1979
Feb. 29, 1980

Quail

Grouse

Deer -

"Ithoughtit was out:

dun

8

18

4

8

Nov, 10. 1979 . ,.. Noy: 12, 1979
Dec. 1, 1979
Dec. 3, 1979

Deer - Longbow and
Compound bow only

[
Oct° 1 , 1979
Nov. 13, 1979.
Dec. 4„ 1979

Nov. 9.1979
Nov. 19. 1979
Dec. 31.1979

Deer - Crossbow only

Nov _o!ellY79. '--

Nov. 30. 1979

Nov. 15, -1979
Dec. 4, 1979

Nov. 30, 1979
Jan. 31, 1980

Nov. 15, 1979
Dec. 4. 1979 .

Nov. 30, 1979
Jan. 31, 1980

1 PER YEAR
'

,
Furberers,- trapping

by
F uroearers* other
methods

Falconry

Nov. 1, 1979,
,

May 15, 1979

Frogs

.
.
.
- extends through
regular season
-,
for species
hunted

-

-

.
.-2
NO LIMITS
'

1 raccoon per hunter,
no more than 3 per
Party of 3 or more
hunters whiliFfiunting:
,
Same limits as may
•
be taken by other
methods

15

'Oct. 31, 1979

30
_

•
CHECK COMPLETE REGULATIONS BEFORE HUNTING
Seasons and limits differ on certain
wildlife manageinent areas.
,
. NOT VALID AFTER FEBRUARY 29, 1980

•
Department of Fish and Wildlife Resources
592 East Main Street
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
l502i 564-4336

A Public Sorosco of Triis Nowspoper
-a The Affoorfisang CAA•ncif

OUTBOARDS
k211NER
1411

Donnie Cope, Mayfield, had three nice bass to top of his..
String of fish he h
o weigh-in.

SPORTING GOODS
Dara Childers, Mayfield, holds one of the bass which chi'
caught during the Kentucky Lake Bass Club childrens (1.1,
tournament

_

Photos By Mary Barrow
On Ledbetter Creek-at Kenialce State Park
•

4

Cain's AMC,ifl

Kenlake Manna
(?

Complete line of Fishing and Sporting Equipment

Boat, Motor,Pontoon Ski
/ Rentals- Guide Service-Covered StorageLaunching Ramp-Tackle, Bait
`./4
(502i474-2245 or 474-2211, ext. 171
tit 1 Hardin

Olympic Plaza-Murray, Ky.

Shipwash
Loaf Motor
203 E. Main

0

0
0

759-1872
)

Open Mon. thru Sat. 9 til 9
Sunday 1-6

Venture

*1.1,,..,,,
Boos,

9
9
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Thornton
641 Super Shell
Where "Service Is Our Business
Body
shop I

• 24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater'Rd.

Ky. '

;753-7404
wy.641 North

753-6448

I.osc==soart==ww===.1

"We Appreciate Your Business"
•
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"BETTER IN THE LONG RUN."
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Hw.641 South
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Houghton,
Emerson
Qualify
In Track
Vicki Houghton and Gary
students
Emerson,
at
Calloway County High School,
recently qualified for the
Region VI National Junior
Olympic Championships in
Dayton, Ohio, July 14 with
strong performances at the
state meet.
Houghton, a freshman-to-be
at Calloway, won the girls 1213 high jump at the state meet
in Jeffersonville, Ind., with a
leap of 4-8"2
Emerson, a senior, finished
second in the boys 16-17 long
jump with a jump of 20-6.
Scott Taylor, John Kelso,
Richie Robertson and Mickey
Garrison won the boys 10-11
440 relay, and Garrison placed
second in the long jump. But
under AAU rules, 10- and 11year-olds cannot compete on
the national level.
Two others students —
Richard Dowdy and Noreen
Herndon — won medals.
Dowdy was third in the 12-13
880, and Herndon placed
placed third in the 12-13 girls
high jump.
Other area students cernpeting were Jill Childress,
Rhonda McCuiston, Mandi
Miller, Ron Childress, Jeff
Garrison, Mark Barow, Mike
Holloway, Stacy Underhill,
Jay Herndon, Bill Tolley and
Ray Tolley.

Singles Champ Martina
Hopes For Doubles Win
By the Associated Press
WIMBLEDON, England -Martina Navratilova was
unable to clebrate her second
consecutive Wimbledon title
with cs much fervor as she
would have wished.
Navratilova, who retained
her crown with a 6-4, 6-4
victory over Chris Evert
Lloyd Friday, faced a
women's doubles final today.
The doubles ,today had
special significance for

Navratilova, who partnered
Billie Jean King against
Wendy Turnbull and Betty
Stove. King needed the
triumph for a record 20th
Wimbledon crown.
A somber note was added by
the death of Elizabeth
"Bunny" Ryan, who had
shared with King the record of
19 Wimbledon championships.
Ryan, 88, fell ill after
watching the women's singles
final from the members'

stand. She collapsed on the
grounds of the All England
Club and died before reaching
a hospital.
Two years ago, Ryan told
tennis fashion designer Ted
Tinling, "I hope I don't live to
see my record broken, but if
someone is to break it, I hope
it is Billie Jean. She has so
much courage on the court."
Thus King, the heir to
Ryan's Wimbledon legacy,
took
the
court
with
Navratilova.
"I am really excited that I
might be able to help Billie
Jean to her 20th title," she
said, "but it seems a little
unfair that I should be the one
to get the chance. She has won
so many titles with people like
Rosie Casals and Owen
Davidson that it seems odd I
should be the one."
It was Navratilova, in fact,
who persuaded King to play at
Wimbledon. The 35-year-old
By the Associated Press
tournament at London's veteran had a foot operation in
WIMBLEDON, England — Queens Club.
December and hadruled ruled
John McEnroe, the bad boy of
At Wimbledon, the crowd out playing at Wimbledon this
tennis?
sometimes
showed
its year.
-Don't believe it," said big
hostility,
cheering
for
"Martina called me up and
Peter Fleming after he and Gullikson all the way in the asked me to partner her in the
McEnroe won the Wimbledon fourth-round upset.
doubles," recalled King. "I
men's doubles title.
"But they were quiet dif- said she was crazy, but she
In singles, he seems to be ferent out there on the center kept on."
getting mad with the umpires court for the doubles final,"
King beat her injury and
and with himself, but he Lskt said McEnroe. 'Perhaps they reached the women's singles
really. And I can honestly say will think of me differently
that in all the doubles matches next year. Who wants the kind
we have played together, he of crowd I had this year?"
has never got mad with me.
McEnroe and Fleming have
He's had cause,sometimes."
been doubles partners for
McEnroe was defeated in almost two years, but this was
the fourth round of the singles their first major title.
by Tim Gullikson in the
"Doubles is fun," McEnroe
biggest upset of the tour- said. "Sometimes it's more
nament, but he salvaged entertaining than singles. But
something in the doubles final who wants to work hard in
Friday. He and Fleming doubles when they can earn so
downed Brian Gottfried and much more money in
Raul Ramirez, the 1916 singles?"
champions,4-6,6-4,8-2,8-2.
McEnroe had planned on
Fleming said he started playing Bjorn Borg, the
badly and never really got defending champion, in
going until well into the second Saturday's men's singles
set.
Instead,' -BOrg's- -Op.
saying, 'urnletting ponent was Roscoe Tanner - •
you down," recalled Fleming.
McEnroe planned to fly
"When I said it for about the home to New York before the
fifth time, John said to me, match began.
'Now just shut up We win as a
"Tanner has a chance
team and we lose as a team." because he serves so well,"
McEnroe went into Wim- said McEnroe. "Borg doesn't
bledon after criticism by the Like having to return really
British press. He was involved well off the serve. He likes
in scenes with umpires and playing Jimmy Connors
spectators in a warm-up because Connors stays back."

McEnroe Really
Not'Bad Bo y,
States Fleming

Calloway County High School students Gary Emerson and Vicki Houghton will compete in
the National Junior Olympic Championships July 14 in payton, Ohio.
By Tony Wilson

Cardinal Surge
Four Homers Key St.Louis Victory Over Braves
Templeton's homer came
By the Associated Press
Also in the National League,
Three Cardinals hit their off Atlanta's fourth pitcher._ Houston. heat_Chicago
first homers of the season, and Craig Skok, 1-3. George Montreal defeated
Los
the seven St. .Louis batters Frazier, 1-1, took the win as Angeles L3-4, Philadelphia
who homered at Atlanta the Cards'third pitcher.
downed San Francisco 6-1,San
Stadium Friday _night had
Diego beat New York 6-5 in 12
Joe Nolan's fourth homer innings and Pittsburgh edged
totaled just 13 homers enand starter Mickey Mahler's Cintionati24.- tering the doubleheader.
Mike Phillips, Bernie Carbo force out gave the Braves a 2-0
and Jerry Mumphrey all hit lead in the second inning of the
Astros, 4 Cubs 2 — Joe
their first homers of the nightcap. The Cards cut the Niekro became the major
season and Lou Brock hit his lead in the third, and Ken league's first 13-game winner
.fifth as the Cards won the first Reitz, Mike Tyson and and the first-place Houston
game 9-5, ending the Braves' Templeton all hit solo homers Astros maintained their
in the fourth to put the Cards ninegame lead in the NL West
winning streak at six games.
In the second game, parry ahead 4-3.
with a victory over the Cubs.
Templeton, belted a solo
Niekro was touched for a
homer in the 10th inning, his
solo home run by Dive
NATIONAL LEAGUE
second of the game, to give St.
Kingman, No.29, before giving
Louis a 5-4 victory.
way to Joe Sambito who
finished and earned his 10th
save. SambitO has not allowed
an earned run in 22 straight
games.
Reds 2, Pirates 1 — George
Foster, nursing a pulled
muscle, came off the bench to
deliver a two-out single in the
ninth that scored Dan
Driessen and gave Cincinnati
the victory over Pittsburgh.

Captain D's
FISH DINNER
ALL YOU RAN EAT

Phillles 6, Giants 1 — Mike
homered
and
Schmidt
knocked in three runs to back
Nino Espinosa,' who pitched
his first career victory over
San Francisco in six decisions,
scattering 11 hits.
Schmidt homered in he
'seventh, his 24th, and two outs
later, Bob Boone connected
for his sifirth. The Giants have
lost fourew row.

160z.

Expos 6, Dodgers 4 — Dan
Schatzeder, who needed lastout relief help from Elias
Sosa, stroked a two-run single
in the seventh that was the
difference in Montreal's
victory over Los Angeles.

soft drink

Greer Propels

FREE!

Cards In Ky.
Tie)Greer drove in five runs

with 'trio doubles and two
You getfrench fries,cole slaw, singles
to help the Cards drab
the Pirates 72-3 last night in a
hush puppies and
Kentucky League baseball
In the opener, the Cubs
all the delicious fish fillets game.
beat the Reds 13-5.
Shane Morris rapped three
you can eat!
singles, and David Sykes

only

Isitierray Ledger & Times

$279
,a, ps,,c,paf
,
s;Laptstn (2,

Monday & Tuesday

added three hits for the Cards,
who scored nine runs In the
first inning and seven more in
the fifth.
Mark Miller ripped three
singles and a double for the
Cubs, and teammates Chip
Farmer and Edward Overbey
chipped in with two hits each.
Mitch Cauley and Chip Adkins
paced the Reds with two hits
apiece.

Schatzeder, 4-1, got his
gameviinner off reliever
Dennis Lewallyn. The hit
proved the margin of victory
when Davey Lopes slashed a
two-run single off Sosa in the
ninth
Padres 6, Meta 5 — A pop-up
and a double play saved San
Diego when the Mets had
runners at first and third and
none out in the llth inning
Dave Winfield opened the 12th
with a line drive homer, his
19th this season, that lifted the
Padres over the Mets.

quarterfinals, but her chance
of breaking the record always
was in the doubles.
Navratilova, after a light
workout Friday, didn't have
an elaborate celebration
.planned.
.*1 - ' guess I'll go to a
restaurant and have a drink
with my mother," said the 22year-old, Czech-born champion, whose mother, Jana, is
in England on a two-week
holiday visa granted by the
Czech government. "I am
very excited about playing
another final. I will be just as
thrilled if I win."
Her destruction of Lloyd,
twice champion here, took just
one hour. "I wouldn't say it
was easy, but I did expect a
three-setter." she said afterwards.
"When it was over, I felt
more relief than joy," said
Martina. "Today was too
much, but it was different to
last year. You can't compare
joy. I wanted to win more than
last year, and at the end I felt
happier than last year."
"I never felt like i was in the
match," said Lloyd. "Martina
never let up. She never let me
into the match. Even when I
served at 4-5 (in the first set
I didn't feel that confident. She
was still dictating the match."

TH
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Devlin, Nelson Are Western
Leaders; Hamlin Turns In 68
- By the Associated Press
OAK BROOK, Ill. — Golfer
Bruce Devlin had reached the
point that so many other
athletes had reached before
him. After a long and successful career, he had to see if
he could still play the game.
So about two months ago.
some seven years after his
victory
last
on
the
professional tour, the 41-yearold began playing regularly
again.
He had some concentratiri
problems. He missed the.
in the Houston Open, the first
of three tournaments he'
played in M.
But he stayed with it.
"I decided I was going to
find out whether I can still
play or not or just turn it in
and not play anymore," he
said Friday, thoughts of
retirement seemingly the
farthest thing from his mind.
Devlin has won $16,345 this
year and $744,762 in a pro
career that began in 1961. On
Friday, he carded a secondround 71 to shire the lead with
Larry Nelson in the $300,000
Western Open. Both have 4under-par 140 totals.
. Nelson had a 69, tying for
the best round of the tournament kover the 7,097-yard
Butler National course that
has left just 10 golfers under
par after two rourids.
B8b Clampett, hoping to
become the first amateur to
win a pro tournament since
Doug Sanders took the
Canadian Oyen 23 years ago,
was 'alone af 141 after a 72
Friday.
Rookie Mick Soli had a 69
and was tied at 142 with Tom
Jenkins, who carded a second
round 70.

Two-time Western winner
Tom Watson, seeking his fifth
victory of 1979, bogeyed two of
his last three holes and
finished with a 73. That left
him tied with Ed Dougherty,
Eddie Pearce, Dan Pohl and
John Fought at 143.
"I've played very indifferently the last two or
three years," said Devlin, who
has devoted his time to a
golfcourse building business.
He has been putting well,
with only one three-putt hole
in the first two rounds. He
said, "I'm not going to sit here
and say I can win the tournament, but I feel like I can
hang in a little better than I
have been the last few monDevlin, who started on the
back nine, fell out of the lead
with a .bogey on the the
seventh hole. His next shot
was his best of the day. He
placed a fiveiron shot within
three feet of the 177-yard
eighth hole and made a birdie
to regain his part of the lead.
Nelson had a steady round
of three birdies and 15 pars
and missed hitting just one
green in regulation strokes.
"I don't really feel I've
played all that well. I hit a lot
of bad shots but they all
seemed to be on the right
holes," Id Nelson, who can
om fifth to second
move
place on this year's list of tour
money winners with a geod
finish.

NOBLESVILLE, Ind. —
Shelley Hamlin, Who admits
her golf scoreehlifln't "made
tier a household name" might
be better known lithe 30-year-

old graduate from Stanford
had a steady diet of baby beef
liver.
"I had baby beef liver last
night...It's really great...0h, I
always, have a good round
after I have baby beef liver. I
forgot that. That's probably
the reason," said Hamlin
Friday after posting a 4-ender
par 68 to earn a share of the
first-round lead in a Ladies
Professional Golf Association
tournament.
jjamlin, who shot a 6-under
313'o1f 'tier front nine Friday
was tied with Jan Stephenson
after one round of the $100,000
tournament. Stephenson
rallied with five birdies on her
last six holes to finish with a 6under 30 on her back nine.

Recommended for reducing
hot water use and energy cost.
The diet: water heating thermostats set at 150 degrees or
lower; short showers instead of
tub baths; and clothes washed in
warm water, rinsed in cool vatr

We Ky. Rural Electric=

Cooperative Corporation
Murray-Mayfield

177 PONTIAC
FIREBIRD

TRANS-AM

Special Edition Black with Trans-Am trim package featuring gold stripes
and gold Firebird.
Special features include: T-Top, Automatic in the Floor with Console,
P.O. and P.O., Air, Tilt Wheel, Cruise Control, Roar Window Defogger, FM
Sterte/11 Track, Power Boor Locks, Stool Bolted Radials, Raised Loner
This and Low Milooto. Looks Now,
00

PARKER FORD INC.
TS1 lain

753-1273
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Cuba Rallies In Pan-Am Games
By JERRY GARRETT
AP Sports Writer
SAN JUAN, Puerto Rico —
The Cubans, not sleeping but
rather waiting their turn,
came to life Friday in the VIII
Games,
Pan
American
vaulting into second place in
the gold medal standings, and
turning a rout into something
faintly resembling a race.
Until Friday the Cubans had
accumulated only 11 gold
medals. By Friday night they
had more than doubled that
total and put Canada well
behind in third. With 15 golds,
the best single day for any
country through the first five
days of these Games, the
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medal at all while the Cubans
garnered six golds and 11
medals overall from the
competition.
The Cubans also swept all
six golds in weightlifting, and
both golds in shooting, which
until now has been totally a
U.S. province.
The swimming event the
Americans lost was the
women's 200-meter breaststroke, where Canadians Anne
Gagnon and Joanne Bedard
finished 1-2. The best U.S.
swimmers in the event, Tracy
Caulkins and Tann Paurnier,
sat the race out in favor of a
couple of lesser known
teammates, Patty Spees of

Cubans ran their total golds to
26, with 47 medals overall.
The United States had what
could have been termed an
"off day" since U.S. swimmers lost their first event in 21
so far and won only one gold
medal outside of the El
Escambron pool. They had a
total of 41 golds and 93 total
medals.
Four probable VS. golds in
archery, which completed
actioh Friday, were held up at
least temporarily until
protests could be resolved.
U.S. weaknesses in gymnastics showed as only Dave
Muenz, with a silver in
horizontal bars, collected any

OPEN DAILY

1-6

SUNDAY

9-9

Oakland, Calif., who won the victory over Caulkins of Nashbronze,'and Renee Laravie of ville, Tenn. in the 400-meter
freestyle.
Dayton, Ohio who was fourth.
Woodhead goes for her
the
Unquestionably
premiere performance of the fourth gold medal tonight in
night was turned in by Puertn the 400-meter freestyle relay
Rican native Jesse Vassallo of Her final race is the 100-meter
Mission Viejo, Calif. who freestyle Sunday.
posted a world record of
Rowdy Gaines of Winter
minutes, 3.29 seconds and beat
Canadian Graham Smith, the Park, Fla. captured his third
former world record holder by gold Friday with the anchor
three seconds in the 200-meter leg of the 800-meter freestyle
relay team. Another thirdmedley.
Woodhead of time gold winner was Linda
Cynthia
Riverside, Calif. kept alive Jezek of Los Altos, Calif. in the
her hopes for becoming the 200-meter backstroke.
A third gold also went to
first and possibly only U.S.
athlete to take home five gold Tom Peterson of Tacoma,
medals with her runaway Wash.
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The Cubs' Ric* Nelson pulls into third base ahead of a throw to Cards' third baseman Brad
Schroeder during yesterday's Kentucky League game. The Cubs won 13-5.
By Tony Wilson

Horton Takes Drago Pitch
Personally, Charges Mound;
John Is 1st 13-Game Winner
By the Associated Press
Dick Drago and the Boston
Red Sox picked on the wrong
guys — Willie Horton and the
Seattle Mariners. With the bases loaded in the
bottom of the sixth inning and
the scored tied 3-3 with two
Seattle's,
Horton,
out,
designated hitter, was hit on
the right hand by a pitch from
--Red Sox reliever Dick Drago.
That forced in the tie- ,
breaking run, but it also sent
Horton to the mound ... and to
the showers.
After being hit, Horton
raced to the mound where he
tackled Drago. The Boston
and Seattle benches emptied
and about 60 players and
coaches clustered around the
two players. Horton was
ejected and taken to a hospital
for precautionary X-rays.
"With the count 0-2 and the
bases loaded, I certainly
didn't want to hit him." Drago
said. That turned out to be
the winning run.
"I was trying to get it in on
him, he has trouble with the up
and inside stuff. I just tried to
throw it a little too hard."
AMERICAN LEAGUE

Cards Nip Cubs
In Little League
John Kelso scored the
winning run from second base
in the bottom of the sixth inning to give the Cards a 7-6
victory over the Cubs in Little
League baseball action last
night. In the opener, the Reds
stopped the Pirates 13-4.
Marlin Cochrum and Chuck
Adamit combined to limit the
Cubs to three hits, and
Cochrum hammered two
triples.
Scott Nix tripled and Mark
West doubled as the Reds won,
while Jimmy Kelly doubled
and Johnny Burkeen tripled to
pace the Pirates.
The Reds batted around in
the first and second innings to
open a big 9-2 lead.

Drago had just entered the
game and Horton was the first
batter to face him. One inning
earlier, Horton had been
decked by an inside pitch
thrown by Boston starter
Dennis Eckersley.
Seattle went on to score
another run and beat Boston 53.
In other AL games Friday
night, Detroit swept a pair
from Milwaukee 7-4 and 5-4,
Cleveland edged Minnesota 65, Toronto downed Texas 5-1,
the Chicago White Sox stopped
Kansas City 4-1, California
beat Baltimore 7-3 and the
New York Yankees won both
ends of their double-header
with Oakland,4-3 and 3-0.
"I think he's trying to intimidate people." Drago. said
of Horton, "but the next time
it's 0-2 and I'm pitching to
tarn, I'll do the same thing."
Two home runs by Jim Rice
had given,Boston a 3-2 lead in
the top of the sixth before
Seattle took the lead with two
runs in the bottom of the inning which also saw Bob
Stinson awarded first base on
catcher's interference and
Mario Mendoza bunting to
advance two runners and
everyone ending up safe when
Butch Hobson's throw to third
was dropped by Rick
Burleson.
Horton hit his 17th homer of
the season in the second inning.

'141,1114

BANGLE
WATCH

second game of a New York
double-header sweep.
The Yankees took the
opener when Willie Randolph
walked with the bases loaded
in the eighth inning, forcing in
the winning run before the
largest A's crowd of the year,
19,538.
John, now 13-3, got his third
shutout of the year and
lowered his earned run
average to 2.22. He was in
serious trouble only in the fifth
when the A's loaded the bases
with none out. But he got
Rickey Henderson to bounce
into a forceout at home plate
and ended the inning by
getting Dave Chalk to ground
into a double play.
Tigers 7-5, Brewers 4-4 —
Jason Thompson belted a tworun homer in the nightcap in
over
Detroit
powering
Milwaukee as the Tigers
swept a double-header from
the Brewers. The Tigers won
the first game on a two-run
single by Lance Parrish that
sparked a four-run eighth
inning.
Thompson drove in four
runs with four hits and scored
three times in the doubleheader.

Iyj Double Insulated

I .

Hand painted
enamel Easyto-read dial

CUSF-116N1 LINED

TUBE SOCKS
6 Pairpack for 35.17
11

Our 15 87

.itl:•11.1

Assorted.Jellies
Orange Slices
Spearment Leaves
Spice Drops

TUBE SOCKS

397

Our

-17

11.7-Clt. Corn Pot
Ideal for corn, soups.
stews. Yellow enarnel,

Our
5.17
Pkg.

Our
Reg
- 8 96

2 Days
exciting
Styles. galore in
Polyester
cOlors

97
6- Pr.
Pkg.

LUDEN'S - JELLIES
Our Reg. 58'
in
Candy
choice of 4

Ideal for work Socks in
white cotton nylon fit men s
sizes 10-13

38°

U.S.C.G.
Approved

.
WITH CORD:
CHAIN, 2 TUBES

Our Reg. 13.96
Fluorescent'
Our 1.86 Tube,1.14 BM

997

FIRE EXTINGUISHER

4-FT. LIGHT FIXTURE

1088

Our Reg. Mg]
10-BC rated
, Rechargeable •

2 Days

Sale Price
Quaker State Oil
f,Super blend IOW-30
improves performance

Jones Still Dominate
MCC-Junior Golf Play
The announcement of the
results of the weekly junior
golf results at the Murray
Country Club is beginning to
sound like a broken record —
Trent and Velvet Jones.
Thursday, Trent posted a 40
to take medalist honors
among the boys 14 years and

A basketball Camp will be bold kr boys from
.grades 442 July 111-21 at the Calloway Coaaty
gh Sebes!lym.
For additional Infonaation Mok up a eamp
brookare and registration form at the Solloway
kard ernes.
Rotor. the finite the beard *Moe by Tuesday
July 111.

older playing the 9-hole route.
Velvet, his sister, had a 45 to
pace the girls in the same age
group.
Among the 12 and-Wyeafolds, Jeffrey Garrott was low
among the boys with a 51,
while Connie Spann led the
girls with a 59.
In the 10 and 11-year-old
grouping, Jason Billlngton's
52 was the lowest posted, while
Elizabeth Oakley and Lee
Holcomb each had 69's to lead
the girls.
Among. the 8 and 9-yearolds, who played six holes,
Eric Grogan's 46 was low for
the boys, while Cindy Spann's
47 paced the girls.
Among the llttle fellows,
who went only three holes in
the 7-year-old and under,
grouping, Chris Dill had a 40
and Katherine Oakley a 35 to
_ lead that group.
The club's junior golfers
match shots each Thursday
under the supervisor of Mrs.
Linda Jones and beginning at
9 a.m. . and open to any
youngsters within the above
age groups and whose parents
are Murray Country Club
members.

1 Lb

K mart Gives Satisfaction Always or Your Money Back!

Indians 6, Twins 5 — Mike.
Hargrove drove home twil
runs, including the eventual
game-winner, and Sid Monge
hurled - 21-3 innings of
scoreless relief to give
Yankees 4-3, A's 3-0 — Left- Cleveland its victory over
hander Tommy John became Minnesota.
Hargrove doubled home
the Al.'s first 13-game winner
as he scattered seven hits in Gary Alexander and later
blanking Oakland in the, scored on a single.

Boys
Basketball
Camp
..

k'RICE BREAKERS

Our 4/4
Lemonade Mix
96-oz.' ize...make.,
qts With sugar Save
• Net wet

BOAT,

MOTOR, TRAILER COMBINATION

K MART'S SPORTSMAN'S SPECIAL
116' LENGTH SEMI VEE
AllALUMINUM BOAT
aluminum construction
with two tone pointed hull.
5.44-boiling esserrobly.
Flotation opproved by
oting Industry Associo •
n

PRINT
EtLo
1 2-V
DE
s
O
2-Exposure
,
o
Color
v97
20-Exposure
Color Print Film

66 No CAPACITY BOAT
TRAILER Winch Stand and
Bow Stop
Demountable Wheels. Full
Tilt A" Frame
lioot length capacity

lighting conforms to
fedora! regulations

7 5 hp CHRySLER OUT
Water
BOARD MOTOR
cooled forward. vertical
and reverse shift , Twin
--- tyclinders
Electronic ignition, remote
6 gal Tank included.

FINANCING
TERMS
AVAILABLE

700 U.S. 641 North
•
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A Review

Star-Spangled Girl, S'
"
10-Aitteitit-Pha
4
A Decade Old,
Fresh As Today
EXCLOSIVI
FEI MOPEDS &
BICYCLES dealership
available. Full inventory against your
investment. Call FEI
615/687-8565

2 "TICE

The Star Spangled Girl" by Neil Simon is the second
production of the Purchase Area Repertory Theatre. Pictured in this scene from the plar are (aria Horton and
Skip Hamra. The production plays through Saturday of
this week and will be repeated July 12-14. For'ticket information call 767-6797.
Photo by J. William Phillips
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By Marion Hattenbach
Do you believe in love at
first sniff? It may. seem incredible, but "Star-Spangled
Girl" will make you believe
that such a crazy infatuation
Is possible. And, although Nell
Simon wrote it over a decade
ago, it's as fresh as today's
headlines. That's to the credit
of the cast and the director of
this production of the PurRepertory
chase
Area
Theater.
The play marks director
Charlene Butwell's Murray
debut. She has taken a dated
comedy about two young men
putting out a
protest
magazine, and with judicious
editing, she has updated the
concepti,And even though the
conflict between the AllAmerican girl and the two
radicals is not as acrimonious
as it would have been in the
sixties, the comedy works
extremely well. The pacing is
fluid and the audience is
constantly laughing.
Each of the three cast
members has _
assignment, and each carries
it off with aplomb. Skip
Hamra, who plays Andy, the
business brains of "Fallout"
magazine, must master a
number of dialects and accents in his effort to hold off
creditors. And his Scene 2
sunburn is so palpable that the
audience winces whenever
he's touched. Joe Dossett's
brightest moment as the
temperamental
writer,
Norman, is when he falls
head-over-heels in love with
Sophie (Carla Horton). His
leaps and cartwheels across
the stage show that he has
literally "flipped" for her.
And Ms. Horton must play
what is essentially
a
stereotype without condescension. She manages tc
turn the fresh-faced Olympic
swimmer from Arkansas into
a real, three-dimensional
character.
The constant emotional
Shifts in the play require real
talent, and the cast carries
them out well. The only two

GOOD AFTERNOON,MAIAM:
I DON'T AkEAN TO
AN'? TROUBLE...

weak points in the action were
at the end of the second act
and at the conclusion of the
play. Both involve the same
problem: Neil Simon throws
in so many good tines that the
last one often seems anticlimatic. When Norman
finds his dream girl in the
arms of his best friend, he has
only one line to express his
surprise, rage, and sense of
betrayal. And it's impossible
for him to get all of these out in
what is written as a funny line.
The same is true in the final
reconciliation scene. All that
follows the emotional climax
of reunited friends seems
trivial, a hastily-contrived
afterthought.
The set by David Davis Is
even better than his previous
effort this summer. This one's
a crazy quilt of a duplex with a
skylight, and a roof one can
actually climb onto. And any
parent of a teenager will find
the clutter quite realistic.
The incidental music was
enjoyable, and, on the whole,
approptiatt_kx.the action_ of
the play. My only objection
was opening with "Old
Friends"- a bit morbid, and
perhaps better suited to "The
Sunshine Boys." The minor
technical snafus that always
plague opening night were
few, and the cast covered,
those errors well.
Actors make the play-and
in this case, PART is fortunate. The trio sustains
"Star-Spangled Girl" with a
great deal of both physical and
emotional effort - effort that
, comes across on the other side
of the footlights as love of
craft (which is what the word
"amateur" is all about).
You can see them Thursday,
Friday,
and
Saturday
evenings (July 12th through
14th
at the University
Theater on the campus of
Murray State University. All
three will also be appearing in
the nett (and final ) PART
production,: . '
- 'Goodbye
Charlie„" which will be
presented July 19th - 21st and
July 26th-28th.

BUT. Mk THE AWFUL
FEEUN6 THAT I MA'?
BE AN EMER6ENCY;
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FURCHES JEWELRY
S 4th Murray

nentutka Join the ono/ti Nihon dollars
sporting goods industries with a Spar,
Shock Froncnne
your
business rtohi at your
pot' iin,t
6,11 rnne
and or
open a Sport Snacks Store
$ 1500 nonnnorn Franchise S.&open
ding
,
pop,40non of area
Spar

Cheer 1100 Spar, Shocks Franchise
avn,ers rn 40 sicnes are parr Di 0
,Op/
SWIM
• pp." tr.quEru

Inventory
• nos factory direct prices with over
goods
sporting
rnaricolochorers
200
`Weeds" caved ;per* Shooks inn
•

asides central Spore Shoe*. int

19rth Sokt• Prolels,onol gldg
1JIOE 14vey 96
White boor tolt• An 59 110
or tall 8)2-426-0072

Starks
Hardware
Closed
For
Vacation
July 4-14, 1979
DAILY ','ACATION Bible
School at Dewards Chapel
Church. on
Highway 94
East, July 9th through the
13th, 6 30 pm til 13 pm.
Everyone is welcbme who

shes to come.

NOUSE
FOR SALE
White
frame
2
bedroom house with
basement. All appliances go with
house. 602 Vine St. Call
'753-9924.anytime.

All display ads,
classified displays and
regular display, must
be submitted by 12
) noon, the day before
publication.
reader classifieds must be subrnitted by 12 noon the
day
before
publication.
Excluding
classified ads for Monday. We askyouto call
by 10 a.m.Saturday.

BEETLE BAILEY

AMOS! GET IT IN
.HERE ON THE DOLJBLE!

YOU AREN'T COOKING
ANYTHING... WHAT
DOES SHE MEAN

BY "IT"2

27. MOB. HOME SALES

WURLITZER
ORGAN.
perfect condition. Also an
antique wordrobe. 753-1571

17. VACUUM CLEANERS

V ACININ
CLEANERS
For tactory auth&tted parts,
6.1.s, and semer call 4011
642-7619 located at 102 W
A yytuniton St., Court Square,
Puns, TN

•

SPORT SNACKS NC
Fvioso,,,iiiv now available in

ADVERTISING
DEADLINES

BOYS-- PLEASE STOP-I'LL GIVE YOU EACH A
DIME IF yOu'LL STOP
FIGHTING

Quality
SIGNS
since 1951
Come On By or
Call 753-3315

CLASSIFIED ADS

FREE STORE. 759-4600.
WILL DEPART Murray July
9th, going to Tampa, Fla.
Will take riders to share
expenses Ca11753 4865.

Ft is not too its to
have your summer ball
teem pictures made.
CARTER STUDIO
753-8298
Photo Copy
Machine
Sales Service
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE PRODUCTS
7131123

BIBLE CALL
Hear Fri., Sat.,
Solving
Sun.
Family ProblemS, 759-or
Children's Story,
759-4445.

S. LOST 8. FOUND
LOST. GRAY and black
Poodle in vincinity of Beless
Dairy Barn. Couples Per
Reward! Call 354 6582 or 474:
2780.
LOST . STANDARD Poodle,
charcoal gray, female,
named Tifnie. Vicinity of 7th
and Vine. Has been missing
since Tuesday night. Reward
offered' 753 1506 or 753,8097.
LOST
EYE glasses witt
silver frames, brand new
Reward! 753-6356
6.HELP WANTED
BABYSITTER NEEDED, in
my home, must be able to
stay nights until 9 pm. 751
_
6115.
DESK CLERK, full time.
Split shift. Apply at Regal
Inn. No phone calls.
MANAGEMENT
TRAINEES, needed for
growing fast food operation
Excellent opportunity for
persons looking for ' ad'
vancement at bettering their
future
Positions open in
Murray, Mayfield, and other
locations
throughout
the
southeast
An equal opportunity employer If in
terested call Ms. Englebert
or Mr. Wesley at Kentucky
Fried Chicken, for ap
pointment, 1-800-633-5912
SIRLOIN STOCKADE is now
management trainees.
Excellent benefits and pay.
For interview dial 753-0440
and ask for Bobby Scott.
SIRLOIN STOCKADE is now
hiring male employees, both
night and day shifts, full or
part time. For interview
phone 753 0440 and ask for
Bobby Scott
WANTED FARM families
interested in a top notch
major
medical
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753-7273, hOMe
759-1134.
WANTED
LADY to keep
two preschool ape children in
my home, for teacher.
References necessary. Call
759-4947.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED
WANTED: FARM familieS
interested in a top notch
maior
medical
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne. office 753 7273, home
759 1134.
WINDOWS WASHED. Can
provide references Call 753
5011 or 753 28.47.
10. Bus.OPPORTUNITY
GOOD GROCERY business
in Stella, Kentucky (Black's
Grocery). Building, stock,
fixtures, large lot, 7 room
living Quarters Financing
available Galloway Realty,
522 Main Street Phone 753
58,42.
WANTED FARM families
interested in a top notch
major
medical
group
hospital coverage. Call Steve
Payne, office 753.7273, home
759 1134.
_
_

990 DAVID BROWN with
plow disc and cultivator,
prive negotiable. 753 0645.
,FULL 1 HP electric weed
and grass trimmer, cuts with
fish line, has automatic line
dispenser, $41.99
Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee
GAS POWERED weed ant:
grass trimmer, uses fishing
line, 31cc engine, automatic
line dispenser, $99.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee
30 GALLON HIGH pressure
power washer with 3,1 hp gas
engine, portable frame with
rubber tires, 5160.489-2189.
NOTHING BETTER than
Adams hard surfaced plow
points, shovels and sweeps
for all cultivators. See us
before
you buy. Vinson
Tractor Co., 753-4892.
T.D. 18 INTERNATIONAL
dozer, hydraulic, newly
rebuilt engine, in excellent.
condition. S8500. 489 2189.
22. MUSICAL
CUSTOM
KRAFT
guitar
amplifier; 5 string banto
with case Call after 4 pm,
753 6689.

PUBLIC NOTICE
It will be necessary for the Murray Water
System to flush the fire hydrants Saturday ni&ht, July 7, 1979. The flusing will
begin about 9:00 p.m. and will be completed during the night. If there is any
discoloration in your water when first
turned on Sunday morning, flush well
before using. We are sorry for any inconvenience, but it is requred that we do
this twice a year.
Murray Water Sower System

Two bedroom, den
with wet bar and ice
maker, carpeted and
air conditioned. All
electric. Better than
new. To see call James
at 753-7724 or 436-2430
after 5 p.m.

bedroom
SMALL
TWO
trailer on large lot, 3 miles
out on 121•North in Stella. No
pets, water furnished. 150
deposit, $70 per month. Call
489-2578.
TRAILER 12 WIDE, all
carpeted, front and back
porch, big yard, nicely
furnished. $70 per month.
Call 753-6791.
TWO BEDROOM trailer.
private lot, gas heat, electric Must have references.
Call 759-1984.
29. HEATING &COOLING

_
Kelley's Termite
& Pest cAriltrol

USED
AIR
CONDATIONERS EON SALE AT
iliferUT PRICES.
753. ICke o 75.1-1551.

ALUMINUM STEP ladders,
I ft., 618.79, 5 ft., $19.99. 6 ft..
621.99, Oft. 1.39 99; extension
ladders, 14 ft., $211.88; 16 ft.,
V1..811, 20 ff-, SAIS.A94,-...3441-F OR
SALE; --2:-- Nr _ conSWIPI; -211. ft., $70.9.9. WaltUT
di tioners in good condition.
Hardware, Paris, Tennessee.
Phone 753 0762.
BATHTUBS 5' STEEL.
white, $64 99 Colors, $69.99
DUPLEX APARTMENT, 2
Wallin Hardware, Paris,
bedrooms, kitchen
Tennessee
isp.
pliances, air sonditioned.
COMBINATION
Couple
only,
no
children
or
ALUMINUM storm windows
pets. $200 plus deposit. 759
and screens. Call 753.5266
4509.
ELECTRIC INSECT traps,
FURNISHED APART.'
139 99, 569.99, $99.99, $114.99,
M.E N T S,
one
or
two
and $149.99 Wallin Hard
bedroom,
Zimmerman
ware, Paris, Tennessee.
Apartments, South 16th. 753FOR SALE John Deere 110
6609
42" lawn mower and catcher,
ONE BEDROOM apartment,
good condition. $975. Call 753
partial .utilites paid. No pets.
8271
753.9741.
SLAB WOOD and sawdust
ONE BEDROOM basement
for sale
Cadiz Lumber
apartment. Private bath and
Company, Cadiz, Kentucky
entrance. $25 deposit. 753522 7994.
8294.
TOMATOE JUICER, Vic
toria No. 200 No peeling, no
coring, and no precooking
Does a bushel in 30 minutes,
$20.99
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tennessee
THREE BEDROOM house
UNDERWOOD 288 ELEC
near
Kentucky
Lake,
TRIC adding machine,, like
completely furnished. Innew,5.40.489 2189
cluding washer and dryer.
Deposit required. Call 75325. BUS. SERVICE
8964 after 5 pm.
GLASS WORK Plate glass
store fronts, aluminum doors
and closures, home im
provement work, enclose
patios, porches, garages,
patio doors repaired or
replaced_
Plate : glass,
window glass, plea iglass,
and insulated glass Also
• mirr6r, tub and shower
doors, picture framing and
glass installed. Storm doors
windows,
and
screens
repaired or replaced. M 8. G
Mini
Complete Glass, 816 Coldwater Road. Business. 753Warehouse
0810, Home: 753 8210.
'forage Space
SHERRI'S SOAP & Shape.
For Rent
104
North
13th
Professionally trained and
753-4758
equipped for all breed dog
grooming. 9;00 am to : 5 00
pm,
Tuesday
through
Saturday For appointments
call 753 0556.

ONE SET of Hooker headers
to fit GM 400 engine base.
Cheap. 618-734•3029.
WE BUY and sell used air
conditioners 753 1551 or 751
9104.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS
ANTIQUES
WICKER
- furniture including two
seated settee, chairs, tables,
planters, desk and chair, and
.. fainting .COV.Ch,. A.11.40 extra
nice condition. Call
247 5915.
DANISH MODERN wooden
couch with 6 cushions,
covered in blue corduroy.
Call 753.3808.
FOR
SALE
Wurlitzer
piano sofa matching chair
kitchen table and chairs;
40
Callc
aH
ftA
erN4p
NE
rnL.
.9N
chest of drawers; WNWMaster CB with antenna
hi:W*0101d accessories. Call
4p,753.6689
0920.
NEED A new color t v, but
FOR
SALE
Frigidare
short on cash? We have a 19"
deluxe
frost
free
color for only $15 a month or
refrigerator, 20 cubic foot,
25" for only $22 per month
$200. Call 759 1155 after 6 pm.
Under warranty. Claytons, J
8. B Music, 753 7575.
FOR
IMMEDIATE sale:
Early American dining tabJe
27. MOB.HOME SALES
and 4 chairs; secretary desk; .
1975
WiDE .on 2
$30 each. Mattress and box
acre lot, central air, well and
springs, 140. Large portable
large garage, located in
dishwasher with cutting top,
Kirksey. Call 489 2248 after 5
$170, B W portable t.v.„RCA,
Pm.
$45. See at 1714 Wells
ESCAPE TO the country. in
--Extended or 753-3089.
this 1976 14870 3.bedroom, 2
FOR SALE: Hide-a•bed
bath, Festival. Mobile home
couch, one year old. Call 753situated just 1 14 miles from
3114.
Kentucky Lake. It also has
FOR ''SALE: 1977 mobile
built in bookcases, wooden
home, for information .call
Cabinets, central air and ,
247 1840 or after 6 pm, 753- ,
heat, carpeting, stove and
7388.
refrigerator, drapes, t.v
antenna and rotor, some
FRIGIDAIRE
furnishings and a spacious
REFRIGERATOR,excellent
fenced back yard Water and
condition, avocado colored.
er included Many ex,
436 2805.
..
---N
;PTs
It. is valued at 116K,
FOR SALE: New queen SIZe
owe, $11,366 Terms: $2130
quilt, $175. Also quilt tops.
and assume loan Call 436
Call 7531733.

sytird.

1970 FLEETWOOD 12860, 3
bedroom, all electric, very
clean, unfurnished $3950
Call 753-6170
1973 GUERDON, 12 X 40,
underpinned and tied down,
all electric, funished Price
$2995. Call 753 2762.
HOUSE TRAILER in Coach
Estates, 1974 Atlantic, 2 or 3
bedrooms. Call 753-4082.
MORGAN
1971
MOBILE
home., 12860, all electric.
Priced to sell. Call 437 4816.
MOBILE HOME, 1974, 14870,
3 bedroom Call 753.4762 after
5 30
12)(55 MOBILE HOME in Fox
Meadows. Call 527 3928.
1968 MODEL 12 x 60.
carpeted, ap
NEWLY
pliances furnished, anchors
and tie downs, underpinned
382 2206. •

Doi,64,e

Warehouse
Storage
Space
For Rant

Ideal for storing house
full of furniture, cars,
antiques,
business
overflows, etc. Phone
753-7618 after 5:00 pin.
ROLLED MIXED grass hay.
Approximately 1200 POOtteft
each. Pickup in field. 753,
4371.
AKC
REGISTERED
Schnauzer puppies, 5 weeks
old. cal 502 1186-4165.
FULL BLOODED Beagle
puppies GOod hunting stock.
s50 each. Calt 436 2292 after
5:30 pm.
FOUR MONTH old male
Labrador Retriever, AKC
registered 436-2805
FOR
SALE
Siberian
Huskies, wonderful pets for
children, reasonably priced.
435-4228

Home window cleaning, no job too large
or small, reasonable rates, insured and
experienced. Call 759-1176 day or night.

NORNBUCKLE BARBER SWOP
WI *Awe

NEW OFFICE HOURS
Monday-Friday 7 30-Noon
Prise if
NAHUM 32.00

We..

Closed All Day Wed
Saturday7:30ti15:00
PRICE 3101 117$

o
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LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!

M.PETS-SUPPLIES.
60, 3
very
SO.
40,
wn,
rice
oath
or 3

43

PUPS, $10 each
Call 753 9488 or 753 3144
41. PUBLIC SALES
•
GARAGE SALE. Tools,
furniture,
clothes,
everything cheap July 6th
and 7th. 8 to 5 pm Corner of
Wiswell Road and Ford
Road

REAL ESTATE

43. REAL ESTATE

I.

A t..fl

olLid
s„jh 12sh at Sycimo'
L EPHONt 751 1651

ILE
tric.
16.
4x70,
after
Fox
60,,
ap
hors
ned.

2625

room
miles
Ia. No
.550
. Call
• all
back
nicely
th.
railer,
, elec
ences.
INO
tloner,
-7997

ON.
I AT
.51.

con
dition

-NT,
2
ap
honed.
rell Or

it. 759ART • •
IWO

r man
h. 753.
tment,
o pets.
ement
th and
t 753

II 753-

house
Lake,
, indryer.
li 753-

COMPLETE ABCTIOR
SERVICE
Large or small give us
a call John M. Riley,
Aucetoneer-345-2302;
Kenneth (Pete)
Galloway, App. Auctioneer -345-2453.
Farniagtee, lIetiveky
z
GARAGE SALE, 2 party.
Fall
clothes,
jackets,
fireplace
accessories,
bicycle, plants, toys, and
many more 1513 Chaucer
Drive, Canterbury, Saturday
3-5 pm
',..ARGE TWO party yard
;ate. Infant!, girls, ladies
:lothing; furniture, tools,
toys, jewelry, luggage,
several 5 10 25 cent items.
Beginning Thursday July 5th
through Saturday, July 7th.
Starting at 10 am at 805
Sharp Street, across from
city park.
YARD SALE, Saturday, July
fth, 7:30 am, in Kirksey
Camper refrigerator,
apartment • size gas range,
old day bed, pie safe, dishes,
lamps, clothes, and lots of
other rhinos.
YARD SALE. Everything
cheap! Lots of baby clothes,
2 miles east of Murray on
Highway 94, Friday and
Saturday,-8 am 61 5 pm.
43. REAL ESTAT4
COOL LAKE breezes will lull
you to sleep on warm summer nights. 3 bedroom Af rame
waterfront
on
lot living
room
with
fireplace, kitchen with dining
area, deck overlooks lawn
gently sloping to waters
edge. A top location, vacant
and priced for immediate
sale Hurry( 30's Offered
by Loretta Jobs Realtors

neater is this
three bedroom, two
bath home within
walking distance to
Murray High. Central
electric heat and air;
fireplace,
complete
kitchen, drapes and
carpet. $54,500.00.
None

MOVE IN and live in this
nice older home in New
Providence area. Sittin on 3,‘
acre lot with trees. 2
bedrooms
upstairs,
2
bedrooms, bath, living room,
dining room, kitchen, and
utility room down. Must see
at • S18,750. Nelson Shroat
Company, 759•1707.

BOYD MAJORS"
REAL ESTATE
753-8080
Professional Services
- With The yhendlo, Touch"

1 yr. old B.V., 3 BR., 2
baths, heat pump, kitchen & appl. beamed
great rm. W/fireplace,
formal dining, 2. ear.
garage. Ifiver s.
- -4 BR., 2 baths, study,
dining rm., fireplace,
fenced Bk. Yd. Central
gas heat, Central elec.
AC- extra storage.Excellent location.

Children's
2-Bay Cleanup Shop,
Clothing
32' x 40' on 6 acres,
Shop
about 7 miles North of
Excellent investment opMurray on 641. City
portunity. All fixtures,
Water, 250' rd. fronequipment, stock and intage. Good Investment
ventory. For complete in-$35,000.
formation call Guy Spann
Realty, 753-7724.
‘
41

1973 CAPRICE
CLASSIC
One owner, power steering, power
brakes, air conditioning, AM/FM radio.
Must sell to the best offer.

Call 759-1147 After 5 p.m.

DUNN'S ELECTRIC
Licensed For
Commercial or Residential

Free Estimates On Any fob
Large or Small

Call 436-2372
Anytime, Dal. or Night
Donny 8 rwilo Dunn, owners

ATTENTION:
If you will give us the name and
address of anyone in a Kentucky
jail, we will send them a free
packet containing a Bible, tracts,
and a Bible correspondence course.

One

s hay
'off hen
753

RED
weeks
Beagle
stock.
2 after
male
A KC
erian
ts for
priced.

ed.
:00

Captives For Christ
P.O. Box 882
Murray, Ky. 42071
(502) 753-9988

MONEY
MACHINES
THE

No Experience Necessary! Join a National Manufacturing Organization that has developed an exceptional marketing program in the world's largest
cash business - Vending Machines. Turn Vending
Machines into real money machines for you. This is
an excellent potential opportunity to earn

$1400.00 weekly
with 10 or more machines. Many, many people are
earning exceptional part time income in the
lucrative vending machine business. We provide
guaranteed secured locations in your area by a
professional location company. Equipment direct
from the manufacturer-five year guarantee.
Machines vend Nationally advertised products.
Before you buy any busine&s opportunity, check
our Factory Direct Prices.
NO OBLIGATION
Phone Toll Free
1 -800-824-1888, Operator 804
7 Dees A Wee&
Sondes Cells Accepted

s3. SERVICES OFFERED

53. SERVICES OFFERED

1971 CHEVY TRUCK. low
'mileage, with or without
camper. Can be seen at 1615
College Farm Road. 498-8376.
1975 FULLY CUSTOMI/ED
Dodge 5..an. Has velvet
curtains, icebox, porta bed,
couch, wheels, 8 track, all
the extras Plus has a slant
Six engine which is real
economical. 13700 or will
trade. Phone 354-6217.
1964 FORD PICKUP, short
bed, V8, mechanically good.
Call 492-8368.
1974 INTERNATIONAL
TRANSTAR
cab
over,
Cummins engine, wet kit, 13
speed. Call 437-4760 after 5
pm.

1

BACKNOE
WORK &
BULLDOZING
437-4533
After 8 P.M.
354-8161

COOL DELIGHTFUL ATMOSPHERE
Everything you want for your family's enjoyment central electric heat and air; fireplace in a cozy den
with patio; study and play room for the kids; inviting kitchen with walk out redwood deck
overlooking spacious back yard; lots of storage
area plus a double garage. Let this be your dream
home come true by calling 753-7724 for your appo}ntment.

Guy Spann Realty
753-7724
Anytime

For Your Outdoor Fun

FM Converters
For Your Car '
Boat &
Car Stereos
in both cassette 8. 8 track

Roger
Hudson

quick sale.

WILSON
INSURANCE
& REAL ESTATE
753-3263 ANYTIME
391N. 124 SI.
OLD-TIMER
WRETCH'
your budget with this well
built, low maintenance three
bedroom,
bath
one
outside
home
8 x 12
storagit. _1 acre ma...just 4
miles from town ..Priced in
520*s. For more information
by
753 1492 .Offered
call
Loretta Jobs Realtors.

DISCOVER
THE GALLERY
OF HOMES
DIFFERENCE.
OLDER HOME!!!
Older part of town.
Lots of room, great
candidate
for
remodeling. Could also
be converted to high
re.turn
income
producing -property.
For your new tax
shelter or remodeling
project just give us a
call. 753-7411.
Jahn $1114. Realtor
ef)
7111-7411 (680880

room, formal dining
room and on the arbor
covered
patio.
,Everyone will sleep
eomfortably in the
four bedrooms. Many
other features, and
located in one of the
nicest neighborhoods
in town. Compare at
any Price•
44 LOTS FOR SALE
BEAUTIFUL WOODED one
acre lot for sale by owner,5
miles North off 64), Candlelight Subdivision, split
rail fence on property line.
Call 753-0091.
LAKE LOTS for sale by
owner. Lake front and lake
view. Several to choose from
on Kentucky Lake and lake
Barkley. Terms aVailable.
Call James or Bob Futrell at
Murray, KY, 753 7668 or 753
2394.

For Sale
1975 Gran Torino. Bids
will be accepted by the
Hazel City Council on
the-above automobile.
This unit was formerly'
used as police car and
may be seen at the
home of Ira, Morgan,
City Councilman. The
Hazel City Council will
reserve the right to
reject any bid should
bids be considered
unreasonable."
1971 PONTIAC CATALINA,

350 motor 2V. 1-door, good
gas mileage. rebuilt motor 2
Years ago. S675.489 2510.
SACRIFICE! RED 1970
Torino Q.T , automatic, ps,
Pb, and air 23 mpg, clean
and dependable. $650. Call
20
7
393
150
L
19
75
7
0
5i a
Ttw
'Ft HARDTOP
Pitittirit -Ventura, -76-,000
actual miles, black and gold
extra clean.
753-7620.
VOLKSWAGO
1969
75374
2N.8.ALSO
1m972 Vega. Call
condition4-DOOR, low
7
197
f12
. V
4g
- OloO

46. HOMES FOR SALE
:A_ bedroom hous-it
with all extrps, including
fireplace, GE built-in kitchen
appliances, 21,2 baths, 13
closets, 2 car garage, formal
dining, eat in kitchen, and
heat pump. Prestigious
neighborhood. Price Is right.
753.3903.
ATTRACTIVE
HOME for
sale, brick,? or 3 bedrooms.
b
1
x
LT
tac
bath,
a t4s.a
co,
mp
e ln
ee
te
ishba
kitchenrhod.
BRONCO
eE
...t.s.;
l
%N
Ljaulii...._244
D
R
:
t
)
1S
ith
s with
Call 618 734 3029.
•
waded
with extras.
HOUSE .WITH 10' acxes of 4c3°6"28itir5..
ground, 3 bedrooms bath,
living room, dining room,
1976 INTERNATIONAL
kitChen, central heat and air.
527-1764, Euin Bizzell.
SCOUT, 4X4, rod, white,
LOVELY THREE bedroom
and bloc white spoke
brick home. HOated garage,
family room, large living
wheels, convertible top,
room, storage building and
rolt
. bar. battik' roister
more. Ideal location for
gm. 753 1372 Witmer,
family near Murray High
Low 540's Call today after 4
7 and 5.
pm,753 6245

_A-NEW

Thornton Tile
And maibie

753-5719

So 9th St

53. SERVIc.ES OFFERED

ODD JOBS done Call 753 WET
BASEMENT"
)
We
6969 or 753 4124 and ask for make wet basements
dry,
Mark
work completely guarenteect
Call or write Morgan Con
struction Co. Route 2, Box
409A, Paducah,ItY 42001, or
caltday or night, 1 442 7026
WILL WASH, vacuum, and
wax your car for $15: Free
pickup and delivery Call 753
2344.
WILL HAUL driveway white
rock and Ag lime, also have
any type of brown or white
Peaf-gra-ver. Call Roger
Hudson, 753 6763 or 753 4545.
WOULD LIKE to do sma4I
plumbing iobs and painting.
ROOFING,
FLAT
or
shingles, water proofing and 492-8859.
mobile_ homes
15 years 56. FREE COLUMN
experiente..Call.05 4173.
MALE
PART
German
WILL HAUL driveway white Shepherd and Huskie. about
/
2 years old, free to good
rock and Ag lime, also have 11
any type of brown or white home. Call 753-6182.
Pea gravel. Also do backhoe 57. WANTED
work. Call Roger Hudson. WANTED: FARM families
753 6763 or 753-4545.
interested in a top notch
WILL DO plumbing, heating major
medical
group
and air conditioning, repairs hospital coverage Call Steve
and remodeling around the Payne, office 753-7273, home
home, Such as; painting, 759-1134.
carpeting, and concrete. 753- WANTED:100 Females and
2211 or 753-9600.
100 Males, between 18 to 40,
to be in the World Record
Marathon, starting August
CARTER STUDIO
25, 1979 This Marathon will
last for) weeks. Will pay $100
WEDDINGS &
per day per person This
Marathon will be held at
PORTRAITS
Ray's Record Shop in Herrin,
IL. Call Saturday's only from
12 noon to 8 pm. 1-618 942753-8298
2531.

Speakers
for bogs, can't Mes

Confused

Phones Stertled 74 Hew

.7S

SO. USED TRUCKS

CARPET CLEANING, at
reasonable rates. Prompt
and efficient service. Custom
Carpet Care_ 489.2774.
CARPET .CLEANING.. free
estimates,
satisfied
references, V ibra Vac steam
or dry cleaning. -Call Lee's
Carpet Cleaning, 753 5827 or
753-5816.
MILESROM
COMPARE AND save on
chain link fencing. Circle A
THE COURT SQUARE
Fencing. 753-8407.
58 acre farm with a
CONCRETE 8. BLOCK work.
Block garages, basements,
two bedroom house.
driveways, walks, patios,
Farm has 28 acres of
steps, free estimates_ 753tendable land and
5476.
more that could be
GROOMING.
DOG
All
breeds
By appointment.
cleared. Some good
Pick
up
and
delivery.
Connie
timber. Sever41 fruit
Lamtle, 436,2510.
trees and strawberry
DO YOU
need stumps
SALE
FOR
beds.
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
Sharp 1978 Chevrolet
can remove stumps up to 24'
175 ACRES LOCATED only
Nova
Rally,
rally
below the ground, leaving
Kentucky
from
mile
one half
only sawdust and chips. Call
wheels,
power
Lake. Tendable land that has
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
been in beans, some young
steering,
power
753 9490 or Bob Kemp 435
timber, eight acre lake.
brakes, tilt steering,
4343.
Located on good road only
FENCE SALES at Sears
one mile form blacktop about "Don't forget their little pads and pencils. automatic, 305 V8,
five miles southeast of New
now Call Sears 753-2310 for
beige with 23,000
Occasiona
gets
lly
them
one
an
of
idea."
than
Concord. Offered at less
free estimates for
your
miles. One owner. Call
acre. Owner
per
$400
needs.
753-1372
between
43. REAL ESTATE
financing available. John C.
7
and
FOR. YOUR chain link
46. HOMES FOR SALE
1111
Realtor,
Neubauer,
5.
fencing
needs, contact
Find A Mind
Sycamore St., Murray, 753NEW THREE bedroom brick
Montgomery Ward. Free
0101 or 753 7531.
veneer home - with 2 baths, 1967 I.A. C.O. 400 tractor estimates. 753-1966.
And Fill It
kitchen, great room with trailer,
, 250 cummings, 13 FOR
YOUR
home
Everyone needs clean fireplace and heatolater, speed transmission
with 1968 alterations, repair, and
central
heat
and
air
Freuhauf
with
40
ft.
well
flatbed. 436- remodeling, also new homes
clothes and this
A PROVEN
heat pump, single car 2847 after 6 pm.
and commercial, call 753located self service laun- garage. Must sell.
Priced in $1. CAMPERS
METHOD OF
6123.
ciromat and dry cleaning low $40's. Call 753-3253.
1972
GUTTERING
MARKETINC
4ears,
BY
MOTOR
operation will meet the REAL ATTRACTIVE, well- home,CHAMPION
27,000 actual miles, Sears continous gutters .
built, new 3 bedroom brick with air. Call
YOUR HOME.
installed
need. Find out about this and
per
489-2346.
Your
frame. 2 baths, living
exciting opportunity to room, large den, dining 1976 COACHMAN TRAVEL specifications. Call Sears
Absolutely
753-2310 for free estimates.
own your own business by room, built-in kitchen with trailer, 23 ft. 753-4542 after 5 HOME REPAIRS; exterior
everything! Family
dishwasher, large 2 car
calling the real estate garage,
and
interior painting, carpatio. In nice new 1974 COLEMAN CAMPER,
Room_ with fireplace!
pentry
work,
professionals _
small
PriCed in 540S. sleeps six. Call 753-8195 after
Eat in kitchen! ForrnasoriarY jobs, decks and
Spann Realty, 753-7724. Phone 527-1450 or 527-8164. "SIM mal dining room! All
FOLDOUT TYPE camper patios built, rooms paneled.
47. MOTORCYCLES
(C-370).
492-8615.
built-ins! Formal
SL 100 HONDA in excellent trailer, slefts 6, good con- HUGH OUTLAND roofing,
dition.
$300.
Call
436-2430.
WHETHER YOU rent or condition,$350, Call 489-2189.
excellent references. Call
living room! Double
1976 STARCRAFT POPUP.
whether you buy...You pay 48. AUTO. SERVICE
753-1486 and ask for Shelley.
car garage! Central
portable
toilet,
canopy,
occupy!
for the house you
CAR BATTERIES. 24 month Sleeps 8, 51700. Call 437-4329.
INSULATION BLOWN in by
heat & air & much
Stop supporting your lan- guarantee, 122.88, 36 month
Sears, save on these high
27'
VEGA
TRAVEL
bedroom
2
this
trailer,
see
and
dlord
guarantee 80 amp, S26.99 60
more! Presented at
heating and cooling bills.
frame today. Located on nice month guarantee, $36.99. like new, has everything on Call Sears, 753-2310, for free
$59,900.
it, deluxe model. $4.500. Call
quiet Street. It's just waiting Wallin
Hardware, Paris,
estimates.
753-9920.
for you...Priced In the mid Tennessee.
Joke Smith, Realtor
INTERIOR AND exterior
753.
Call
now
teens.
'TRUCK LOAD tire sale. The 52. BOATS & MOTORS
painter, also spray paint
Loretta
1492.„Offered
by
14'
FIBERGLASS
wide ones with raised white
BOAT, 25 mobile homes. 753-4174.
Jobs Realtors.
Johnson
letters, G 70x14" or 15", horse
motor, JACK'S BLACKTOP paving,
$29.79 and $2.90 FET; 6 electric start, trailer, good patching, also seal coating.
60x14", S36.65 and $3.17 F ET - condition. $300. 753-8124.
153-111Tillilythao)
Phone 753-1537.
L 60x14", 541.14 and $3 79 FIBERGLASS BOAT, 141 2
Purdom & Thurman
FET. Wallin Hardware, foot, 35 hp motor and trailer. LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
NICE MOBILE home, 12x65,
and
gas installation, will do
Paris, Tennessee.'
Call 753 0228.
with 2 bedrooms, 2 baths. Insurance & Real Estate
plumbing, heating and air
TRUCK LOAD truck tire 1973, 50 HP JOHNSON with conditioning.
Completely remodeled and
SouthsJde Court Square
Call 753-7203.
sale, highway tread, 700x15", power trim, and a19713.4 hp
some furniture along with
LiCENSED ELECTRICIAN.
Murray, Kentucky
6-ply, 348.98 and $295 FET; Evinrude, new. call 436-2465.
stove and refrigerator stays
Having trouble getting those
750x16, 8 ply, $37.75 and $3.74 SILVERLINE
with sale. Nice lot, ap753-4451
16 FOOT tri- small electrical jobs done?
FET.. Wallin Hardware, hull, 75
proximately 110x108. A good
hp
Johnson
Stinger
Service
calls are ou
Paris, Tennessee.
buy al only S10 000 Nelson
Motor plus trailer, all 76 speciality. Call
Ern t
TRUCK LOAD tire sale, 4 ply model. $3000 firm._
Shroat Company 759 1707.
White,
753-0605.
c_811....489.
Attention Sellers
polyester premium grade 2248 after 5 pm.
MITCHELL -. BLAt
OPwhite wall 7 rib with 12-32
Our successful sales cam- tread
TWO BOATS. 16' Mark
PING, driveways a
small
depth,. A78x13, $1839 Twain
ski
boat,
140
Mer.
jobs a speciality, also pat
paign has left us with and $1.72 FET; E78x14",
and trailer. Also a 16' chino and seal
ating. 753
more buyers than we $22.63 and $2.20 FET; cruiser
Cherokee, 80 hp Mercury. 1537
F78x14", $2340 and $232 motor,
have listings. Call or FET, G78x14" or
trailer. Paris, TN
15", 525.39. (901) 642-6957 or'
ROOFING,
MODELING,
(901) 642come by if you want to and $2.54 FET; H78x15",
paintii•g
erior and ex.
1961.
tenor. A thing to do with
sell. Your property may $27.52 ' and S2.76 FET, 53. SERVICES
OFFERED
L78x15", • $29.86 and $3.06
carpen ry we can do it.
be exactly what our FET.
Wallin
Hardware, ADDITIONS, REPAIR work, Rea • able rates. 20 years
buyers are waiting for. Paris, Tennessee.
circulating f)replaces; exp' eice. Senior Citizens
roofing, insurance work. Call di ount. Phone 753-2418, 8
Buy Spann Realty, 753- 49. USED CARS
AN ALTERNATE
Murray Remodeling. 753til 9 pm.
1975
7724.
AUSTIN
MARINA,
new 5167.
TO RENTING
engine, AM FM radio, radial
APPLIANCE
REPAI
tires. Call 759-4402 after 5
Rented dollars are
refrigeration and air
pm
wasted dollars. This I Ainley Auction A
ditioning. Call Bill R ins
For your backhoe,
Realty Sales
753-0762.
three bedroom home
gravel and dirt
COl IMO 5111111
BYARS BROTHE
& Son
1972 Chevy Impala in
affords the privacy
Auctioneer Realtorneeds. Call or see
General home
odeling,
your family needs, and
Appraiser
good condition. Call framing, alumi um siding,
Ph ,901)479-2986 479-371:1
gutters,
and r fing. Call 1
allows you to invest
753-9964 after 5 p.m.
South Fulton Tonn
395 4967 or 1
4895.
those
otherwise
G AND yard
1979 CUTLA
BUSHO.5
rental
SUPREME, work.
wasted
Ca 753-6123.
T top, $6900 Call 753-2414 or
payments. Located '
42
BACK
E WORK, septic
759 1518.
753-6763 or 753-4545
gravel and dirt
block from Carter
1975 DATSUN B-210, 4-door, tank
ha ng. 753 5808 or 753-5706.
School. Home features
46,000 miles, air conditioned,
$2850 1975 Datsun 710 wagon,
a nice family room,
4-speed with air, $2800. 753-/
lots of storage space,
6231.
extra garage and
FOR SALE 1973 Gran
m
About how to decorate your bathroom?
Pontiac with El s tted
chain link fence in
aluminum
.mags.
75367
or
Who wouldn't be with so many materials on
BUILT WITH
backyard, and plenty
753-5251.
of shade. Priced at
THE FAMILY
the market today, and everybody streaming
,1977 FIAT CONV RTIBLE,
$39,900.
25,000 miles, one owner.
IN MIt40
'that their's is the best.'
Motor and body . very good,
Mom will enjoy the
gdocrgas mileage. $5.400. Call
Before you decide, come see our marble
753-8776.
spacious kitchen. Dad
1971 MI.ISTANG GRANDE,
display. We think it speaks for itself. We
can snooze in his
power steering, air confaii-Orite chair by the
think you will agree.
ditioned, power brakeS,
50,000 mites. Call 4817-2187.
fireplace in the den.
We have people in1968v MALIBU CHEVY, one
Put an end to your confusion at.
The kids will have a
owner. Phone 753-7857.
terested in locating in
ball in the large
1970 MUSTANG 351 CID, 300
the Murray-Calloway
recreation room, and
hp, clay., 4 speed, Hurst,
County area. List your
your guests will feel
stock, 70,000 miles. $1200. 753
home with us for a
1635_
welcome in the living

CONTACT.
'use
rs,
ess

4L--)

BEAGLE

We Service What We Sell

World of Sound
753-5865

222So. 12th

One
Thomas Edison
is notenough.

"Quality That Will PIP;isks-

sicoRD'S WELD%
and

Small Eng* Servisdi
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Work Preformed On:
Lawnmowers, tillers, and minor repair on Johnson
and Evinrude outboard motors up to 35 hp, and
chain saws

Sales and Service On Atlas
Lawnmowers I Tillers
PHONE 492-8519
HAZEL, KT.42049
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Retired Associate Director
Of Home Missions To Be Heard
Guest speaker at the 10:45
a.m. and 7 p.m. services on
Sunday, July 8, at the Fhirst
Baptist Church will be the
Rev. Billy Mitchell, recently
retired Associate Director,
Department of Interfaith
Witness. Home Mission
P.iard, Atlanta, Ga.
Rev. Mitchell and his wife,
the former Claudia Louis
.1-ohnson, are serving this

by Wayne Halley, minister of
music, with Joan Bowker as
organist and Lisa Winters as
pianist, will present special
music at both services. Mr.
Halley will sing a solo at the
evening service.
B. C. Grogan, deacon of the
week, and the Rev. G. T.
Moody, associate minister,
will assist in the services. Volunteer nursery workers
will be Richard Crouch, Mrs.
''Lee Hook, Ray Clark, Mrs.
"tummy Water, Mrs. Max
Beale, Mrs. Durwood Beatty,
Mrs. Gordon Vire, Mrs. Joe
Rexroat, Miss Dana English,
and Mr. and Mrs. Marvin
Harris.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
eat 6 prist

Outland Cemetery
Plans Homecoming
Rev. Billy Mitchell
- -guest speaker
week at the Jonathan Creek
Baptist Assembly. He will
speak at the local church
Sunday in the absence of the
pastor, the Rev. Dr. Bill
Whittaker, who will be
preaching at the Morning Star
Baptist Chapel, Lame Deer,
Montana, with the ChurFli
Mission Than.'
The Church Choir, directed

Grace Baptists To
Hear Pastor Speak
The Rev. R. J. Burpoe,
pastor, will speak at the 10:45
a.m. and 6:30 p.m. worship
services on Sunday, July 8, at
the Grace Baptist Church, 617
South Ninth Street, Murray.
Directing the music will be
Dan Biliington with Dwane
Jones as organist and Anita
Underhill as pianist.
Sunday School will be at 0:4.5
a.m. with Hoyt Wyatt as
superintendent.
Nursery workers will be
Robbie Hale, Jimmy Hale,
Vicki Chadwick, Frances
Wyatt, and Roberta Hall. For
bus information call L. D.
Workman at 753-8975 or 7535782.

The Outland Cemetery
annual homecoming will be
held Wednesday, July 11, with
a basket lunch to be served at
12 noon at the cemetery.
Donations for the cemetery
will be taken. Any person
unable to attend may send
their donations to Betty Sue
Vinson, 2011 Gatesboro,
Murray, Ky. 42071.

Olive Methodists
Plan Revival Meet
The Olive United Methodist
Church, located east of
Hardin, will hold its revival
services starting Sunday,July
8, and continuing through
Friday, July 13.
Speaker for the services at
7:30 each evening will be the
Rev. Tommy Powell. The song
service will be conducted by
Sherrell Coursey with Valerie
Bell as pianist.
The church and the pastor,
the Rev. Eulas Greer, invite
the public to attend the services.

University Church
Services Planned
Here On Sunday

The University Church of
Christ will hear the minister,
Bruce Logue, speak at both
the 10:30 a.m. and 6 p.m.
worship services on Sunday,
JtilY
His morning .toptc will be
Prayer Service and Youth "The Doctrinal Nature of the
Study Group will be held at Church" with scripture from
II Timothy 1:8-14, and his
, 7:30 p.m. on Wednesday.
evening topic will be
"Offerings Which Cost Me
Nothinir with scripture from
MISS YOUR
I Chron. 21:18-27.
Assisting in the service4will
Subscribers Woe bow set
be Steve Cochrum, W. H.
received *sir beeme-delivered
copy of The bluntly Ledger &
Brooks, Bill Boyd, Charles
Times by 5:30 p.m. Meedey•
Bazzell, Bill Bailey, J. T.
holey or by 4:30 p.m. ea
Page,an Hardeman Nix.
Saterdwys aro weed to eel
Presiding for The Lord's
753-1916 betmwe 3:30 p.m.
Supper will be Jimmy Ford,
NW 6 p.m., Meedey-fridey, or
Bobby Martin, Tim Feltner,
3:30 p.m. NW 4 p.m. SitterJeff Berkley, Duane Dycus,
lbws, to Moire delivery of His
Jimmy West, ChucicWilson,
lomnpoper. Cab mot be
Terry Smith, and Roger pieced by 6 pa. weekdays or
Wilson.
4 p.m. Settonleys to mierowee
Bible study will be held at
delivery.
9:30 a.m.
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J. H. Hardiman Nix's July Sale is still
going on. July 9-July 14 we are
maiibus
'featuring
V-6 Gas Savers!
As Low As $5,900600

El Caminos
As Low As

,

$5 900.00

ixtra Special
1979 Mailbu Landau Classic DemOnstrator,
loaded, serial number 1W27H9K459265, 3,157
miles, warranty still 12,000 miles or 12 months.
List... 58,129.64
Absolute Invoice Price..

6,639.11

Included in this deal is 10 Top Value Certificates
worth 15,000 stamps which will be given to the
purchaser.

1

. Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet, Inc.
So 12th St., Murray, Ky.,753-2617

mem -4111a- tillot Allow mom mom

Nunn Camp Charges Brown's
Campaign Practices 'Deception'
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
Run Meredith, campaign
committee chairman for
Republican
guberatorial
candidate Louie Nunn, has
accused Nunn's opponent,
Democrat John Y. Brown Jr.,
of "deceptive claims and
hypocrisy."

GIFTED CONFERENCE — Three Murrayans attended the National Gifted Conference
held in St. Louis on June 27-30. Shown left to right with other conference participants
are: Dr. Joe Remzulli, professor of education psychology at the University of Connecticut, Starts, Conn; Mrs. Peggy Brown, coordinator of the gifted program in the
Murray City Schools; Mrs. Lee Pinkston, Robertson Elementary teacher and member of
the steering committee for the Murray City gifted program; Mrs. Emmy Edwards, consultant and member of the steering committee for the Murar City gifted program; and
Dr. Anthony Gregors, associate professor of education at the University of Connecticut. Dr. Remzulli was the main speaker at the conference, while Dr. Gregors was a
presenter at the conference workshop.

Bowling Green Finally Gets
Title To Plant Site For GM

Meredith, chairman of
Kentuckians for Governor
Nunn, charged that Brown
promised to bring "new"
politics to Kentucky when he
actually has long been involved in politics.
Meredith
said
in
a
statement Friday at a
Louisville news conference
that Brown "wants the people
of Kentucky to pay him back
the $1,275,000 he loaned his
campaign."
And he released a copy of a
memo he said indicated that a
state official was "actively
raising funds for Brown's
campaign."
Brown's
campaign
manager, Larry Townsend,
said the Nunn campaign "gets
weaker and weaker and shows
more desperation. At this rate
of decline I don't even think
he's going to last until
November."
He accused the Nunn camp
of "old political rhetoric, old
campaign tactics."
Meredith listed more than
two dozen examples of
Brown's political activity,
ranging from service as
campaign manager of the
Senate primary campaign of
John Y. Brown Sr. and state
vice-chairman of the Kennedy
for Senate campaign in 1960 to
national
leadership
of
Democratic telethons in 1972
and 1973.
In May 1972, he said, Teddy
Kennedy spent the night at
Brown's house after ad-

Chrysler subsequently sued
BOWLING GREEN, Ky. property from its last owner.
Fedders
for $38 million over
Fedders-Airtemp
Corp.
of
AP) — After months of legal the
terms of the sale of the
haggling, the city of Bowling Edison, N.J.
Filing of the deed came property, thus muddling the
Green now owns of a major
industrial site which it plans to after the Chase Manhattan question of a clear title.
The property was freed for
lease to the General Motors Bank of New York confirmed
receiving an $11,735,000 sale Tuesday when Chrysler
Corp.
City Attorney' Jerry Safford federal reserve .note destined agreed to drop an appeal of an
filed the deed for the $11.9 for Feddere-accoarit.--Safford April court decision that attempted to clear the title by
million property — a former said.
GM had previously pur- ordering Fedders to post an
Airtemp plant — at the
Warren County clerk's office chased a $100,000 option to buy $11.9 million surety bond to
Friday morning. It was the the twostory office building substitute for Chrysler's
claimed lein.
last day the city had to buy the and 212-acre industrial site.
Now that the city has bought
However, GM was unable to
site under stipulations of its
buy the property when it first the property, Safford said an
30-day option.
GM has expressed a desire expressed interest because industrial bond ordinance will
to move its Corvette assembly the question of obtaining a be presented to the city
plant from St. Louis to clear title was clouded by a commission for consideration
Bowling Green, but must Warren Circuit Court suit filed in the next month or two.
The city will then float
await expected approval of against Fedders by the
revenue bonds to finance the
Chrysler Corp.
environmental standards.
In AWL Chrysler sold the purchase, which was made
The deed was filed afterlast-minute
plant to Fedders, which willittlaitysupplied by GM.
some
Ha Id Huffman, executive
maneuvering allowed the city operated the Airtemp Air
to obtain a clear title to the Conditioning manufacturing vice p sident of the Bowling
operation for about two years Green Warren Couaty
FRANKFORT, Ky. AP) —
before going out of business Chamber of Commerce, said
As gasoline becomes more
"extremely
pleased
he
was
after -a lengthy employee
scarce and expensive, fewer
strike and loss of trade to after these many months of motorists seem to be using
this
project.
We
hope
work
on
overseas markets.
GM can get their en- their precious fuel to visit
vironmental permits" na.pded Kentucky'sa.state, parks and
to move the Corvette print to shrines.' •
But Parks - Department
Bowling Green, he said.
The Rev. Dr,. Walter-- E.
officials
say they cannot be
Frank Harshcher, deputy
Mischke, Jr., minister of the
The St. Leo's Catholic secretary for the state certain of the magnitude of the
Methodist
First United
problem until after the
Church, will speak on the Church will hold mass today Department of Natural
summer tourist season.
subject, "The Person Who at 6:30 p.m. and on Sunday-at 8 Resources, said he is "pretty
Attendance and revenue at
Knows Who Jesus Is- with and 11 a.m. and 4:30 p.m. with confident that the EPA will
several
state parks were down
scripture from 16:13-18 at the the Rev. Martin Mattingly to accept our plan."
15 to 20 percent during May
word
awaiting
on
the
said
he
is
speak
He
subject, "We
8:45 and 10:50 a.m. worship
and June from last year, ofservices on Sunday, July 8, at Have the Power; Or Do We" from the EPA Atlanta office
ficials said this week.
pollution
state
air
His
scripture
whether
will
on
be
taken.
,
the church.
Attendance at the new
"Balm In Gilead" will be from II Corinthians 12:7,10 ° regulations promulgated last
week would be accepted, thus Kentucky Horse Park near
the anthem to be sung by the and Mark 6:1-6.
Coffee and doughnuts will be clearing the final hurdle for Lexington is running 50
Chancel Choir at the 10:50
.percent below what had4een
service. Paul Shahan will be served following the 8 and 11 the Corvette plant relocation.
GM 'spokesman Clifford anticipated, as theme parks
the director with Bea Farrell a!'crlit. masses on Sunday.
Weekday masses will be at Marriott said it could take and shrines appear hardest hit
as organist.
by lack of visitors.
Mrs. LaVaughn R. Wells 6:15 a.m. on Monday and 4:30 months before the EPA acts
Cottages and lodge rooms at
will sing a solo, -Lead On p.m. on Wednesday: Thur- on the state plan, but Harstate resort parks are booked
word
Friday.
said
hp
expects
sday,
and
scher
Softly Lord," at both services.
at or near capacity, however.
sooner than that.
Church School will be at 9:45
"We're losing people from
the
EPA
keeping
-We're
UMYF
• a.m. The Junior High
far
away, but as soon as they
apprised of the situation:aad it
will meet at 5 p.m. and the
cancel we've got. people from
that
take
necessarily
will
meet
won't
High
UMYF
Senior
Kentucky waititig in line to get
long," he said.
at 5:30 p.m., both on Sunday.
Holy Communion will be
(reservations)," said
Marriott said that if GM is '--thern
celebrated at 8:30 a.m. on
Hempel, deputy corn•
-Louis
unable to move the plant from
Sunday, July 8. at St. John's
Louis, where there is no nlissioner for-operations in the
St.
Episcopal Church, Main and
for expansion needed to Parks Department. He added
Broach Streets, with the Rev space
environmental that revenue from those parks
meet
Stephen Davenport, vicar of
another GM improved slightly in June over
the church,as the celebrant
manufacturing or assembly -last year.
Morning Prayer services
The horse park depends
plant would be moved to
will
be
at
9:45
a.m.
on
Sunday
heavily
on
out-of-state
"Foot in Mouth Disease" is
.
linuglG
i sreeeenus
Bo,w
,w)
the subject of the sermon to be Acolytes will be Tim Burmake a move tourists, and with gasoline
delivered by the Rev. Dr. chfield, George Moore, and very quickly once the en- prices near $1 a gallon and
David C. Ftoos at the 10:45 Ben Moore. Frank Blodgett', vironmehtal quedtiOn 'is rywasiafuel shortages, the
tourists are not coming in the
Morning worship service' at will be lay reader and Cindy resolved," he said.
the First Christian Church Hale will be in charge of the
Corvette plant, if moved numbers expected, Hempel
The
said.
(Disciples of Christ) on nursery..
to Bowling Green, is expected
"It's the first summer (for
Sunday. July 8.
employ
1,300
people
and
to
the
horse park operation)so it
Dr. Kent Forrester will
year
infuse about $20 million a
has to be an estimate, but I'd
serve as the worship leader.
into the local economy, acsay it (attendance) is about
Guest Choir Director will be
cording to the Chamber of
half of what we estimated,"
Professor Larrie Clark.
MORGANTOWN, Ky. 1AP ) Commerce.
Hempel said.
The Scripture lesson will be — Two Bowling Green men
He said estimates might
read from St. Matthew 25:31- were killed and three others
have been overly optimiafic,
40. The Elders serving at the injured in an automobile
"but it's sitting there with a
Holy Communion will be accident near here Friday
good location and I think it's
Bailey Gore and Lyle afternoon, according to stateLEBANON, Ky. (AP) — just a lack of travel that is
Underwood with deacons police at Bowling Green.
Dead at the scene were George D. Helm, 65, of rural hurting us."
assisting being Jim Clopton,
There are some indications,
Mike Holton, Robert Hopkins, Randall Rector, 22, and Lebanon died Friday afDon McCord, and l,envel Raymond Lee, 33. They were ternoon in "a two-vehicle ac- however, that the travel
is
improving.
Yates.
killed about 3:30 p.m. when cident on U.S. 68 near here, picture
Attendance at the horse park
The organist is Mrs. Maxine the car in which they were. state police said.
Clark and the candlelighter is riding left Ky 70 about 10 miles
The accident, at 12:55 p.m. improved dramatically the
Clay Perkins with the nursery west of Morgantown, hit a EDT, occurred when a tractor last weekend in June with
director being " Mrs. Rutb bridge support and plunged trailer rig struck Helm's about 2,000 visitors both
Daughaday
with
David into a creek, police said.
pickup truck as Helm was Saturday and Sunday, Hempel
Daughaciay assisting.
Admitted to the intensive waving the driveway of his said.
"We are getting' close to the
'teeters will be--earr —ram —or* tot --fruwIntg-- nonle 2.3 railes_liast if here,
numbers of people that we
k.
Melted and Mrs.
GreenWarren County Hospital offiTheerstrsau d.
driver of the tractor predicted. We have a traffic
Robbins. The Church Visitor were Tommy Dunning,27 and
for the week will be Frank Alan Powell, 24. The car's trailer truck, David Lawrence counter there," he said. "But
Roberts.
driver, Mark Sears, 22, was in of Slayton, Minn., was not they're not paying to go
The youth groups will meet stable condition al the hospital injured and no charges were through the museum and our
Sunday at 5:30 p.m. with youth Friday night. ATI three sir filed in connection with the charged areas. so we don't
know how many of those
director, Ruth Perkins.
Bowling Green residents
accident, officers added.

dressing the Kentucky Bar
Association. Other items
included a George McGovern
fund-raiser at Brown's home
in October 1972 and Brown's
appointment in February 1975
as chairman of the Kentucky
Economic Development
Commission and in April 1975
as head of the Kentucky
Industrial Development
Finance Authority.
The list ended with Brown
being quoted in November
1976 as approving the election
of Jimmy Carter as president,
being purged from the voting
rolls in Louisville in August
1978, and being. quoted in
March 1979 as supporting Bill
Cox for lieutenant governor.
Meredith said it showed
"John Brown has been deeply
involved in political campaigns and political fundraising all his adult life,
almost 20 years."
He charged that after
Brown's loan to his campaign,
"the bankers, the lawyers, the
consultants, the contractors
and the politicians he attacked
in May will be called on to
erase the debt.
"There is nothing new in
that. Except in Mr. Brown's
case there is a new and important difference. Those
people seeking favors from
the state would be putting
their contributions directly
into John Brown's pocket," he
said.
He released a copy of a note
to
Townsend
on
a
memorandum sheet headed
"Development Cabinet, Office
of the Secretary." The memo,
dated June 11, said it Was from
Ralph A. Coldiron, executive
director of community and
regional development.
It read: "Talked with G.B.
Johnson today about contributing to John Y.'s cam-

Gas Shortage Effect
On Parks Uncertain

Dr. Mischke, Jr.
Speaker Sunday At
Methodist Church

Catholic Church
Services Scheduled

people are local."
State officials have expressed Concern about the
horse park's financial picture.
"It is very disturbing to us,"
said Gov. Julian,carepu:a
the horse park...continues to
suffer losses of attendance it
could be that we may ihave to
have an appropriation to
provide for the payment of
their operating expenses."
Thee horse park is operated
separately from the state
parks system and was
designed to be self-supporting.
Any profits were to go back into the operation and toward
paying off a $12.5 million debt.

paign fund. He said he would
be most interested if you
would give him a call and talk
this matter out. If I can be of
help, please let me know."
Meredith said the memo
"illustrates the deceptiveness
of the statement by Mr. Brown
on April 6 in which he said,
'The people on the state
payroll work for ... the taxpayers. We can no longer have
them living off public money
while they're giving their time
and energy to a political
campaign."
Townsend discounted:The
memo's importance.
"I know Ralph and he's a
friend of mine and his offer of
assistance was unsolicited,"
Townsend said. "I remember
the memo. It came in a plain
envelope with a 15-cent stamp
on it."
As for the list of political
activities, Townsend said
Brown "has demonstrated
himself as Kentucky's leading
Democrat as well as one of the
nation's leading Democrats
and feels that everybody
should involve themselves in
the political process."

Registration For
Scuba Diving Set
Registration for a scuba
diving
basic certification
course to begin July 14 at
Murray State University as a
continuing education offering
is scheduled at 6:30 p.m.
Tuesday, July 10, in Room
S104 of the Applied Science
Building.
Classes will meet on
evenings
and
Tuesday
Saturday mornings July 14, 17,
21, 24, 28, and 31 in the CartHealth Building. Students will
do open water diving on
Saturday, Aug. 4, as a final
requirement.
Besides national certification by the Professional
Association
of
Diving
Instructors,_the course also
provides five Continuing
Education .-Units (CEUs) for
each participant through the
Center
for
Continuing
Education on the campus.
Instructors will be Ross
Meloan, Jack tale, and Robert
Jones.
The fee of $85 for the course
covers certifications,, CEUs,
text and workbook, ,sind the.
use of diving tanks, air and
breathing regulators.
Students supply their own fins,
snorkel, and mask-.
Additional details about the
scuba diving course may be
obtained by visiting or
calling Ross Meloan,Student
Development Office, Ordway
Hall, Murray State University, telephone (502)762-684,

Special Summer
Sale

Episcopal Church
To Hold Services

tietiti.arii0

Christian Church
To Hear Pastor At
Morning Service

Two Killed In
Accident Friday

Lebanon Man Dies
In Wreck Friday

Grain Binsby
. Butler.
a

Special pricing on all size bins — Bins in stock
for immediate delivery and erection. Bin
lacks loaned free withturchase of bins or
complete erection servtefavailable_
•
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Coles Coast Co.,Inc
753-389V
Keith Nays
4811-2418
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Ilvddi Andersen
753-6448
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